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Low turnout keys landslide election wins 
By Sabina Rogers 
On Wednesday, April 8, Jane 
White '92, Chair of the Elections 
Committee, ·read the results of the 
Student Government Executive 
Board and Senior Class elections to 
an anxiously awaiting group of stu-
dents. 
Out of the approximately 5,000 
eligible student voters, 456 ballots 
were casL Of these votes, 12 were 
invalid, 26 were for minor write-ins, 
14 went to one major write-in, and 
the 404 remaining votes elected Vi-
sion, the only official party on the 
ballot, to the Executive Board of 
Student Government. 
The Executive Board for '92-
'93 consists of Samantha Stein 
'93, president, Ben Lawrence '94, 
vice president, business and fi-
nance, Pete Kolp '94, vice presi-
dent, communications, Victoria 
Sadowski '94, vice president, 
campus affairs, and Lore 
Hunsicker '94 vice president, aca~ 
demics. 
The major write-in party, 
Musically, a New 
York state of mind 
By Kelly Rohrer the School of Music, 175 stu-
NEW YORK--Although IC stu- dents and about 20 faculty mem-
dents may be hearing about it for bers perfonned in the concert. 
the first time, the Ithaca College According to Mary Reynolds, 
Premieres Festival has been along college relations, 400 invitations 
time in the making. were sent out to alumni, parents, 
Saturday, April 4, the orches- students and administrators and 
tra, Ithaca -Brass, the Wind En- double that amount attended. 
selJlble,theChoiJ:andtheFa~ulty <?.~~4er sa~~ th_at thi_~J~!!:.. 
·chamber Orchestra represented · val paid-tribute to· the past and · 
IthacaCollegeinNewYorkCity present members of the music 
as part of the four-day event. school. 
"I keep thinking 'wow, New "It's recognizing the contri-
York City.' I ·never thought I butions of the Ithaca School of 
would get here. I don't think I'm Music that the college has made 
going to make it' here again," over the last 100 years. It's basi-
Carrie Finney, orchestra, said. cally acknowledging the efforts 
"The concert serves as a key- and hard work of many faculty 
note event for the Ithaca College andstudentsoveralongperiodof 
Performing Symposium II. It is time . .It's a lot of hard work," 
very significant," Arthur John Covert, professorofFrench 
Ostrander, dean of the School of horn and Ithaca Brass member, 
Music said. It is the first of many said. 
events occurring in Jhe School of "I was very proud of all stu-
Music this year for the Centen- dent and faculty perfonners. All 
nial celebration. their hard work paid off and they 
Alice Tully Hall in Lincoln gave the best possible perfor-
Center was the sight of this his- mance for each ~f their pieces. It 
toric celebration. "This one is spe- was a greatevemng for the School 
cial since it takes place outside of of Music and Ithaca," Ostrander 
Ithaca, that's what makes it'dif- said. 
ferent," Ostrander said. Thursday, April 9, a repeat 
For this large event, many stu- perfonnance of the New York 
dents, faculty, administrators, City concert will be held in Ford 
alumni, parents and friends of Hall at 8:15 p.m. . . 
Ithaca College contributed to This concert ":111 begm the 
make it such a success. four day Centenmal School of 
According to Gary Bracken, Music festival that extends until 
music admissions coordinator of Sunday, April 12. 
which came in second place with 14 
votes, had presidential candidate 
Jerry Brown on the ballot for presi-
dent of the Executive Board. 
Stein said she feels proud that the 
college is entering its second cen-
tury with a woman as president. The 
presidential office was last held by a 
woman in 1986, she said. 
Lawrence said next year's Board 
won't "be focusing on petty issues." 
He said the Board wants to focus its 
attention on more important issues 
that will have more long term effects 
for the students of IC. 
Kolp said one of the goals the 
Board has is to help set up a schol-
arship for IC students. He said the 
scholarship would be based on com-
munity service and is important be-
cause the tuition increase creates a 
need for more available funds for 
the students. 
Hunsicker said, "I have a lot of 
good ideas fornext year," and spoke 
of a book list submitted and created 
by the students to the library. The 
list would hopefully further diver-
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann 
Kate Healey '92 [front] and Mary Ann Stewart '92 with the 
Ithaca College Choir participate In last weekend's music 
activities at Lincoln Center. 
sify the library's resources by ask-
ing for more materials about gays, 
blacks and other subject matters for 
which the library has insufficient 
materials, she said. 
Kolp said the Board would like 
to see the library with computer-
ized card catalogs for easier student 
access. 
The idea of student-to-student 
t?<>ok buybacks in the Emerson 
Suites, which has been attempted 
by the Board before, is also a goal 
See "Election," page 4 
On the 
march 
Ithacans voice 
abortion stances in 
Washington 
By Jeff Selingo 
W ASHINGTON--Abortion-rights 
marchers, including approximate! y 
100 IC students, converged here 
Sunday, April 4 to voice their opin-
ions, as the Supreme Court gets set 
to hear a Pennsylvania case that 
may reverse the 1973 Roe v. Wade 
decision. 
The Washington Metropolitan 
Police estimated the crowd at 
500,000, while the National Orga-
nization for Women (NOW) esti-
mated the crowd at 750,000, which 
would make it the largest march 
ever at Washington, according to 
NOW. 
For those students who traveled 
by bus with about 400 other Ithaca 
residents, the day began at 1 a.m. 
Sunday. Among those students were 
many first time pro-choice march-
ers, includingNicole Marabella '95. 
"The crowd is excellent We are 
here and we are not leaving until 
they listen to us," Marabella said. 
"I'm here because I believe in pro-
choice. In being a woman it means 
more to me than a man because it 
affects my body." 
Participants met for a pre-march 
rally at the ellipse across from the 
White House. With many in the 
crowd carrying signs reading 
"George Bush Read My Lips: We 
Won't Go Back" and .. We Will 
See "March," page 5 
College rejects AT&T telephone proposal 
-By Chris Lewis 
The search continues. 
After deliberating with AT&T 
forthelastsix months in an effort to 
provide the campus withanewcost-
efficient phone system, Ithaca Col-
lege has terminated negotiations 
with the company. 
The college is now considering 
a proposal fromtheACCLong Dis-
tance Corporation (not as59eiated 
·with the local American Commer-
.. cial·Cablevision) according to Ed 
Fuller, director of the Office of In-
formation Technology. ACC, 
. ~ong with Mq and AT&T, were 
thethreephonecompaniesthecol- talion, the wiring scheme, machine 
Iege originally accepted proposals configuration and several other con-
from in October 1991. . tract details, according to Fuller. 
Fuller said the cost implica- "This is a very comprehensive 
tionsoftheAT&Tcontract would project. There was a set of pricing 
have significantly raised the ser- p~.rameters advertised. to students." 
vice charge to students. However,Fullersaid that the AT&T 
"There was a set of goals is- system would have violated a cost 
sued when the proposal process ceiling established by the college. 
began last fall. AT&T misinter- The AT&T package was origi-
preted these goals, which was an nally proposed Oct. 22, 1991 at a 
erroneous decision on their part," Student Government Association 
Fuller said. meeting, in which a lowered $30 
Toe goal areas IC had in mind installationchargeperacademicyear 
that conflicted with AT &T's plan..--- was to replace the current $67.25 fee 
included cost, system implemen- The package included a plan to keep 
monthly room phone service rates 
below $18 a month. 
But the actual costs of imple-
mentation proved to be significantly 
more expensive than what the 
AT&T sales representatives had 
originally quoted, according to Pe-
ter Lepsch '92, student body presi-
dent. 
"A lot of people put in a lot of 
hard work, but when their sales 
representatives and technical people 
came through with the contract, it 
was obvious that their cost figures 
were not what we had been expect-
ing," he said. 
At the request of several student 
congress members, Lepsch drafted 
a letter and mailed it to AT&T, 
expressing Ithaca College's .. dis-
appointment" about "time and ef-
fort" that was expended to no avail. 
Lepsch, Randy Zagorin, Resi-
dence Hall Association president 
and Fuller were the initial contacts 
with AT&T last fall. Lepsch said 
that problems arose in early Fe.bru-
ruy, when Fuller and Thomas Salm, 
the vice president of business af-
fairs, received an AT&T contract 
that differed from the company's 
S1:e "Phone," page 8 
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Th8 Ithacan ln(luirer Learning to breakdown 
communication 
barriers 
-· -Counselor's . 
Corner 
.Mtrtrt By Rena M. Difilippo 
11What do you think of one official party· running in the 
Student Government elections?" 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
Clear communication is essen-
tial to sustain satisfying relation-
ships in our personal, work, and 
social life. Saying what we mean 
and getting our message across to 
the other person is often difficult 
Message sent may not be message 
received. Various kinds of blocks 
get in the way so that communica-. 
lion breaks down with resultant 
feelings of frustration. You can 
take steps to improve your com-
munication skills: 
'fDon'targuewithpeople'sfeel-
ings which are theirs! Let your 
partner know you hear them and 
then explore the causes for your 
~i~rent reactions or viewpoints. 
Jj11Jiperception che<;ks. Repeat-
ing back the message as you heard 
it to· check out its accuracy is 
called paraphrasing. This clears 
up distortions and comm unicatcs 
that you really want to under. 
stand. 
Gail Shoglund '93 
Psych/Erusiness 
"It is sad that Ithaca Col-
legedoesn'thave very good 
school sprit." 
Peter Hopsicker '92 
Psysical education 
"Why bothertovote?They 
can vote for themselves 
and win." 
Commencement speaker announced 
Oscar Arias Sanchez, fonner 
president of Costa Rica and Nobel 
Peace Prize winner, will be the 
keynotespeakeratcommencement 
on Saturday, May 16, at 11 :00 a.m. 
on South Hill Field. 
Arias is presidentof,Foundation 
Arias, an organization dedicated to 
furthering peace, and teaches and 
presents lectures around the world, 
according to a press release from 
the IC Office of Public Infonna-
lion. 
From 1979to I984heservedas 
general secretary of the Partido de 
Liberacion Nacional the party's 
highest position, and in 1986 he 
was elected president of Costa Rica. 
In 1987, Arias, frustrated with 
factional fighting within the coun-
tries of Central America, presented 
a proposal at a Central America 
summit. 
The proposal included: an im-
mediate ceasefire in all guerilla 
wars, suspension of outside mili-
tary aid, general amnesty, negotia-
tions between conflicting parties, 
and long-term measures- such as 
free elections and general reduc-
tions in armed forces. 
In August of 1987 the five Cen-
tral American nations signed a 
peace plan based on the Arias pro-
posal, and. he received recognition 
through the Nobel Peace Prize. 
EARLY. BIRD .S~ECIALS 
Jen Robinson '93 
Corp. Comm. 
"It's not giving anyone a 
choice. Where 1s the 
choice if there is only one 
party?" 
Corrections 
'f' In "One party to run in election· in 
the March 26th issue, Ben 
Lawrence's name was misspelled. 
'f' In "A thousand points of laser 
lighr in the March 26th issue, SAB 
was identified as the sponsor of the 
Saturn V Laser Light Rock Concert. 
The sponsor was the Bureau of Con-
certs. 
Y In "Pass/Fail proposal fails to pass 
APC" in the April 2nd issue, APC 
was identified as the Academic Plan-
ning Committee. It is an abbrevia-
tion for the Academic Policies Com-
mittee. The policy was not sent to 
the APC, as identified in the article, 
but was sent to the Policy Subcom-
mittee of APC. 
'fSpeak for yourself - from "I" 
- and be as specific and personal 
as you can in your commun!ca-
tion. Stay away from generaliza-
tions. 
'fStay away from evaluative or 
moralistic judgements. Judging 
tends to turn people off even when 
it isn't aimed at them personally. 
'fSeek to provide what people 
are often looking for: support, 
validation, or agreement Culti-
vate your ability to really listen to 
other people's perceptions and 
feelings. This does not mean you 
have to agree with their perspec-
tives. 
'fTry to think through what you 
want to say before you say it 
While spontaneity is natural and 
enjoyable, there are times when 
what comes out of your mouth 
without thought may not make 
sense or may be mistakenly taken. 
'f A void interrupting or com-
pleting other people's sentences 
even when there is a silence while 
they struggleforward. Just listen. 
'fRecognize that you may be giv-
ing mixed messages. Our non-
verbal cues may be communicat-
ing something different than the 
words we are saying. If, for ex-
ample, you say you are angry but 
are smiling at the same time, this 
will confuse the listener. If you 
are getting a double message, 
point out both messages. 
'fUse open-ended questions to 
get more infonnation from some-
one, to clarify meanings. These 
are questions that start with "how" 
and that invite your partner to 
elaborate. 
neflect back feelings by stat-
ing in your own words the es-
sence of the feeling in the other's 
message. This helps people to 
feel understood. 
'fBe aware of anger and resent-
ments which act as barriers to 
communication. These feelings 
are difficult for people to handle 
effectively because they also 
cover hurt, fear or vulnerability. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor al the llhaca College Coun-
seling Center. 
SIN DISCOVERED IN MULLER CHAPEUI 
WHO GOT CAUGHT? ... 
Come find out beg'inning tonight as 
THE MULLER CHAPEL THEATRE GROUP 
presents._ .. 
UP FROM PARADISE 
•Tickets on sale Thursday in the Campus Center and 
through Saturday in the Chapel Office. 
•Performances in Muller Chapel on: 
Thursday, April 9th at 8 p.m. Friday, April 10th 
Saturday, April 11th 
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Dine-in and 
use 
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Fried Haddock . 6.95 
Spaghetti & Meatballs 5.95 
823 Danby Road at Hogan's Corner 
277-6666 • llam~l:30am -
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Ithacan··staff members allegecUy involved in prank 
By Avi Schaeffer. live. "Afterthefirstcoupleof ques- . generalinabilityfoqJ~pletothink it would do even more to further 
Several Itf)acan staff members lions, I knei _it \Y~n 't [really Jerry "People from our staff for themselves," Greene said. damage our credibility," he said. 
are f~cing judicial action for alleg- Brown]," Muir said. visibly angered about "This went outto 25,000 house- Anoll agrees Theithacan'scred-
edly participating in a successful Eloise Greene, manageroftele- [last week's student holds live. There was no way to ibilityhasbeensomewhatdamaged. 
attempttoimpersQnateDemocratic vision operations, said Porletto an- retrieve it," she said. "But, we'reatcollege,and we're on 
presidential_candidate Jerry Brown swered four questions before IC- newspaper parody J not Giambrone said she is aware of this newspaper to learn. The major-
on IC-TV News April 1.' TV was able totakehimoffthe air. The Ithacan were some one call to IC-TV concerning the ityofpeopleinvolved will never do 
Christa Anoll, editor in chief of Cara Giambrone, senior pro- of the same people that incident something like it again. I just hope 
The Ithacan, identified former News ducer oflC-TV News, said that she turned around and Greene said she felt The Ithacan that it won't affect our relationship 
Editor Joe Porletto, Co-Sports Edi- called Brown's campaign office in has lost much credibility, but "IC- with the community," she said. 
tor Willie Rubenstein and Adver- New York City and issued a fonnal perpetrated this hoax TV News comes out looking like a Giambrone said, "I didn't know 
tising Representative Brian West apology on behalf of the program. against another news rose from both an editorial and a what to think when I found out who 
as the three newspaper employees Investigator Laura Surine of the organization." managerial standpoint." was responsible. I was disgusted 
whodirectlyparticipatedintheim- OfficeofCampusSafetywouldnot "My main concern was IC-TV and also very hurt. I'm taking it 
-Paul Heaton, manager, personation plan. comment on the case. Porletto, News' credibility," Muir said. The very personally." 
Anoll said she heard about the Rubenstein and West also had no student publications way we got out of the interview, "I wasn't aware of any rivalry 
prank on the afternoon of April 1. comment. Porletto was dismissed actions through. They didn't think and the apology [issued] later in the between IC-TV and The Ithacan. 
SheindicatedthatRubensteincalled fromhispositionasnewseditorof about the repercussions." broadcastwerehandledprofession- It's going to be very tense for a 
IC-TV News at about 6:30 p.m., The Ithacan April 3. "People from our staff visibly ally. The only credibility in ques- while. It's going to be a while be-
pretending to be Brown's aide. Anoll said other staff members, angered about [last week's student tion at this point is that of those who fore I can trust some of the people 
West wrote a script for including the majority of the edito- newspaper parody] not The Ithacan were involved in the prank itself." again,"she said. 
Rubenstein to read when he placed rial staff, knew about the prank were some of the same people that Heaton said he felt complete "I've been here for seven years, 
the call, according to Anoll. She before it happened. turned around and perpetrated this honesty would help restore The and nothing like this has ever hap-
said Porletto called IC-TV News Paul Heaton, manager, student hoax against another news organi- Ithacan 's credibility. "We 're going pened before. In this situation, fcl-
studiosatapproximately 7 p.m. and publications, said, "To me, the zation;" Heaton said. to be very honest with our readers low journalists have attempted to 
claimed to be Jerry Brown. hoax itself is secondary, since lots "This whole thing is marked by about this. We messed up, we used discredit other student journalists," 
IC-TV News Anchor/Reporter of people play April Fools' jokes. hypocrisy, a lack of journalistic poorjudgementandwe'resorry.lf Greenesaid."Allajournalistreally 
David Muir interviewed Porletto The fact is, people didn't think their integrity and what seems to be a we were to push this under the rug, has is their personal integrity." 
FREE PARKING 
for 30 Minutes in' 
Center Ithaca 
Parking Garage with 
any purchase 
Center Ithaca 
WM-FX33 
$6495 
s5995 Suggested Retail 
· UseOurNew 
Commons Entrance 
277-4766 • Mega-Bass 
Mon, Tue, Wed, & Sat 10-6 • Auto-Rever~e 
Th. & Fr. 10-9 Sun. 12-5 "AM/FM Radio s995 Suggested Retail 
SONY 
CD Player 
System 
CFD-460 $22995 
s270 Suggested Retail 
• CD Player 
• Dual Tape Decks 
• Graphic Equalizer 
• Detachable S eakers 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
r------~ffl•11J:l•l~t-----1c, ! Purlgie·s Pi33a · ! 
1 Free ,-; • I · .. , I 
: Peppero~i ~~ : 
: On Any .. _ '.~;Ji;j : 
: Pizza! Pickup or Delivery : 
: Medium, Large or Sheet ~izza-2 7 2-7 600 : 
I No subsutution of toppmg. 211 El~ira Road I 
L Expires April 30, 1992 .J 
---------------------
Apartments ~ Waterfront ~1 
~: r"t 
.-'Gorgeous 
.-'New 
.-'Huge. Spaces 
.-'Extra Bath 
.-'Distinctive Furniture 
.-'Beautiful Finishes 
ll'On-Site Laundry 
.-'Much More .. 
ACT NOW FOR BEST VALUE 
IN 2, 3, 4 BEDROOMS FOR 
JUNE OR AUGUST._ 
PLENTIFUL FREE PARKING, 
FIVE -.MINUTE WALK TO .CAMPUS 
277-1221 to Tout 
l\ 
'-.. -~ 
~ Thursdays are Party Nights. ;~ 
LADIES NIGHT 
East Coast 
Calendar Men '92 
Admission $10 
'$2.00 off with this ad. 
-So cut it out! 
4 THE-ITHACAN 
Election ---
continued from page 1 
the new Board has set for itself, 
Kolp said. 
The Board has other ideas, Kolp 
said, such as providing a shuttle 
from the Terrace parking lots and 
finding more ways to improve com-
munication between the students of 
IC. ·. 
For the Senior Class, a pany 
calling themselves .. Last Call for 
1993" was elected to office with 
149 votes. There were seven in-
valid votes and two forminorwrite-
in parties. A party from the London 
Center also ran as a major write-in 
party. 
The first write-in pany, from 
the London Center, consisting of 
Kevin Finney for president, Charles 
Blessis for vice president, Cory 
Angerthal for secretary, Patrick 
Crowe for treasurer and Matthew 
Seabrook for physical therapy rep-
resentative, ran into some trouble 
during the election. 
According to Pete Lepsch, stu-
dent government president, 42 stu-
dents here atlC cast their ballots for 
the London party. However, 35 stu-
dents at the London Center and 9 
students on the Ithaca campus wrote 
in the same names, but with the 
offices of secretary and u-easurer 
reversed, Lepsch said. 
The Elections Committee inter-
preted these write-ins as two differ-
ent parties entirely when they were 
meant to be one. 
Lepsch said without this confu- · 
sion, the total number of votes for 
the London party would have 
amounted to 86. But this number 
did not compete with the 149 votes 
for the Last Call party. 
Asforcampaigningonthelthaca 
campus from London, Finney said 
be has been inconstant contact with 
;, 
• ••. -,, ~ r • ' 
. April 9, 1992 
-
Ithacan head posit_IODS 
announced ·for summer, fall 
Hcadpositionsforthe 1992sum-
merand fall Ithacan were announced 
w ednesday, April 8 by ~aul 
Heaton, manager, student pubhca-
tions and Communications School 
Dean Thomas Bohn. 
Jim fenno, '92, currently the 
newspaper's managin~ ed!tor, ~as 
named next fall's editor m chief. 
"The Ithacan has improved enor-
mously in the past two years. 1 am 
excited about being a pan of its 
future growth," he said. 
Entenainment editor Beverly 
Goodman was appointed editor in 
chief for the summer editions. 
"This is an important step for 
The lthacen. I'm looking forward 
to the challenge of producing the 
first summer Ithacan," she said. 
· ·_ . New budgets approved 
Photo courtesy of Jessica Meyers • • 
Members of the VISION party (left to right): Victoria Sadowski, fior campus organ1zat1ons 
Pete Kolp, Samantha Stain, Ben Lawrence, Lore Hunsicker. 
Seabrook, who was in Ithaca students in an attempt to discover By Heather Zuzick . 
spreading the party's message. the wants and needs of the class of Howard McCullough, drrector 
Next year's Senior Class offic- '93. "We want '93 to be different," of dining services, outlined three 
ersareHeidiFrey,president,Laurie she said. issues regarding possible changes 
Goldstein, vice president, Kristine Relations with the London Cen- in the meal plan at the April 7 Stu-
Terralavoro, secretary,John Bundy, ter and students at Rochester need dentGovemmentAssociationmeet-
treasurerandLynneRolland,physi- to be maintained, Frey said. She •::.::·n:£:g.;__ ______ _ 
cal therapy representative. said she h?pes L~t_Call can keep SGA IN BRIEF 
Bundy said the pany from Lon- those relauons pos1uve. 
don "was an unexpected surprise The Residence Hall Associ~tion McCullough discussed the pos-
that kept us on our toes." Last Call Assembly has also chosen th~rr of- sibility of taking away the current 
wasn't infonned by the Elections ficers for ne~t year. Acc?rdmg 10 meal card privileges in the Snack 
Committee of the party from Lon- RandyZagonn? RHA p~es1dent, the Bar, the possibility of extended 
don until Monday, April 6. They hallrepresentauve~nommatepeople hours in the other dining halls and 
had heard rumors, Frey said, but they feel are quahfied. . . of overhauling the entire current 
they hadn't been sure. The Commit- . If a person accepts their nomma- meal plan to include different meal 
tee may have even known sooner, tmn, they s~ before the Ass~m- plan options. 
she said. bly. A question-and-answer penod McCullough explained through 
Frey said the party doesn't want follows, then the cand~clate is asked a memo addressed to Pete' Lepsch, 
to come into office with too many ~o leave the room. 'Yhtle the person student body president, that an 
preset ideas. She said, "We want to 1s ab_se_m, a vote 1s taken of the "equivalency program was origi-
make sure we talk to other students remammg Assemb~y members. nally initiated because of evening 
to get their suggestions and to listen RHA offi~es will. be, held ne~t class conflicts," and that ·"recently 
to what they want to see done." year b~ Jennifer H8!le 9?, pres~- there have been requests for dining 
She also said the party will plan dent, ~iley L.Nclso~ ;5, v1cepres1- services to be open longer during 
events such as semi-formals, happy d~nt,J 111 Gurta,towsk1 94, treasur~r, the day and dining services to offer 
hours, and different activities for Lisa B~k~r 94, secretary, Lisa greater selections and unlimited 
Senior Week. Good~tem 94, NCC/NRHH re~rc- seconds in the Snack Bar in the 
In addition, Frey said a survey sentauve a?d V_anessa Mason, 94, evening." 
will probably be submitted to the programming director. 
After McCullough answered 
representatives' questions, Donna 
Hawkins, vice president for busi-
ness and finance, presented 20 new 
budgets for the 1993-94 academic 
year. 
In smaller budgets, the hockey 
club received S7,000, and Habitat 
for Humanity received $1,580. JC 
Players Drama Club received S3SO 
for the 1992-93 year, while thc-
snowboarding club received S340. 
In addition, the Tae Kwon Do 
club received $848 for new mania] 
arts equipment. Both the film soci-
ety and Delta Mu Delta received 
the same amount of funding as last 
year, garnering $200 and $900, re-
. spectively. 
In larger budgets, the 1992-93 
SeniorClassrequestedS23,000,and 
was allotted $18,158.25. The Stu-
dent Government Association re-
quested $22,500, and was granted 
the full sum. The Student Activi-
ties Board requested S 100,595 and 
was alloted $70, 650, and the Bu-
reauof ConcensrequestedS76,762 
was granted $73,744.50. 
-----------------------
How to add some 
extra fizz to a 
delicious sub 
~ ) 
Eat Kosher for Passover 
llJ§ce W @un1r IM[(e~Il CC~1rcdl 
-------,«-r---- "/A, ~ free i ff 272-IRVS1,m1 
\ 6-packS~.llg t ~\_\~~'{~ Irving's 
I of UII h_ G.00u d ~:~ 
I ·th any 6 sub order hom s lj; i--=- e.u 
II r~ing's Deli. C.a\1 272-~~VI !~~ 109 S. Cayuga • Ithaca, NY 
I , 6-~Kk d our c,.,ce o I*'' fine Plint \jooo ot o ,me mote subs furu l\;)nl it1 I soda wim onv oroe1 101t• voo ~loo ,0 ulC 1111 1-,: IRVING DEUVERS 'TIL 1 A.M. 
I 30, \ qqb2 I~~ : 1~dt · _ J'fo MC & VISA welcome • free delivery w / $5 order 
coul)On e o:_ - ,._. _,,,.,_,,.,,, ""'·"""'"'" 
-------~~~·,-.'' )I' ,.,,_,..... " 
Color Copies 
Enhance your presentation! 
• Listings • Overhead Transparencies • Menus 
• Flyers • Storyboards • Illustrations • Maps 
• Announcements • Renderings • Photographs 
Copy one or hundreds! There's no need to wait days or weeks 
for quality color copies at Kinko's. 
409 College Ave 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
273-0050 
kinko•s·· 
the copy center 
L I \ \ ~ ' • • ' \ • • L I I \ ' ' 
I\ L •,'. \ •,, I o' • •' L 'i 
• ID 
Hillel's Kosher for Passover Dinina Room 
in the 3rd Floor Louni:e 
lEirllilIID~lhlg Friday 
April 17 through 
Saturday April 25 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
New Hall 
1IDiim11mtell' ~ Friday 
April 17 through 
.Friday April 24 
6 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
Fresh; Delicious, Home-cooked 
Strictly Kosher for Passover! 
1Frrfi~te$i Not on the 
Meal Plan? Seders 
are $13 each, Brunch 
is $4 and Dinner is $7 
§®<dherr~~ go home if you can! If you 
can't, we'll host 2 Seders on Campus· 
Friday April 17 and Saturday April 18 
at 6:30 p.m. - Reservations Required-
Call 274-3103. 
"'* Seders are expensive - if you are on a meal plan 
your account will be billed $6 for each seder you 
a~tend. If you are not on a meal plan you wilt" be 
billed $13 for each seder. 
- - . -- ---------· -- - - ... ·--- .. ---- --- --·- - -- -- - - .. ·-. -· ., .., - --.- ----------
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Continued from page 1 . 
Decide On Novembez 3," they.lis-
tened to pro-choice· speakers and 
musical groups like Peter, Paul and 
Mary. 
"This is a pro-choice nation,· 
where women are the majority. Let 
this not be the decade where the 
former Soviet Union won their free-
doms and ~erican women lost 
their freedom, .. Geraldine Ferraro, 
candidate for Senator in New York 
said. , 
''The United States Congress 
needs anew lookandnew attitude," 
Sen. Barbara Mikulski, democrat 
from Maryland, said. 
Many in the crowd advocated 
passage of the Freedom of Choice 
Act in Congress. The act would 
prohibit states from restricting abor-
tions regardless of what the Su-
preme Court decides. 
At noon, the marchers began 
their walk past the White House, 
down Pennsylvania Avenue and to 
the mall in front of the Capitol. As 
the marchers passed the White 
House they jeered at George Bush, 
who was at Camp David for the 
weekend, for his anti-abortion 
stance. 
"If George Bush doesn't realize 
this [pro-choice] is what the people 
want, he is not paying attention," 
Michele Urie '94, said. 
''There is a real feeling in this 
nation that there is a separation be-
tween church versus state. Life is a 
personal decision and the govern-
ment should not regulate it," Shan-
non Parker '92, said 
Parker, along with Jim Eastman 
'94, was surprised by the diversity 
of the people involved in the march. 
"I am most impressed with 
CatholicsforChoicewhoare here," 
Parker said. 
"I am pleased that people from 
every walk of life from college 
groups to professionals are repre-
sented here," Eastman said. 
"I believe in freedom of choice, 
however, I be~_eve it [the march] 
1 . ..,,.. r ' • • 
won t make a difference. I'd like to 
be ail optimist and say it may have 
an effect, but lam discouraged," 
Janice Levy, assistant professor of 
photography, said. 
Pro-life supporters gathered on 
the parade route, along with about 
fifty anti-abortion forces outside the 
capital. The group, shouting 
"shame" at the marchers, carried 
posters of aborted fetuses and signs 
reading "Pro-woman, Pro-life." 
Across from the ellipse, pro-life 
groups constructed a cemetery of 
4,300 white crosses representing 
the number of women who have 
died since 1973 in legal abortions 
and the number of fetuses who die 
from abortions everyday. 
Kerri Lewis, a sophomore pro-
life supporter from Cornell Univer-
sity stood with many of her pro-
choice friends. 
"I'm Catholic and am swprised 
with the Catholics for Choice here. 
I just believe life is sacred," Lewis 
said. According to Lewis, she and 
her friends usually don't discuss 
the abortion issue and "we all un-
derstand we are each enti tied to our 
opinions." 
"Even though I am Catholic I 
believe everyone should have a 
choice on what they want todo with 
their life," Lisa Andrejko, a junior 
from Cornell, said. 
A full program of speakers 
greeted the marchers at the mall, 
including the Rev. Jesse Jackson. 
Presidential candidates Gov. Bill 
Clinton and former Gov. Jerry 
~rown both made appearances, but 
did not speak. 
"This shquld be a right for all 
women and we need to act on it 
now. The laws ignore women and it 
is unfortunate that we have to fight 
for this right," Amy Best '92, said. 
"This issue obviously affects all 
women and I couldn't pass up the 
opportunity," Maya Held '94, who 
participated in her first march, said. 
For many who came from all 
areas of the country, the day ended 
on a bus, train or plane. Union Sta-
·uon was paeked with late afternoon 
. -. Ithacan / Christopher Burke 
A young girl (top) places a cross In the "Cemetary of Innocents," a pro-life statement symbolizing the 
death of unborn babies. The Rev. Jesse Jackson (bottom) leads pro-choice marchers down 
PennsylvanlaAve. 
travelers. Washington Metro Au-
thority said the4 l l ,000 riders "eas-
ily broke the record for Sunday 
ridership." 
For IC students the day ended 
after midnight on a bus. Many of 
the conversations on the bus cen-
tered around the day's activities. 
"We talked about the pro-choice 
movement and it made me really 
believe in the movement and be-
come a part of it," Urie said. 
Eastman said, .. It was a positive 
uplifter to see all the people there 
supporting you." 
The Ithacan is now accepting 
applications for staff positions: 
• Managing Editor 
• Advertising Manager 
• Sales Manager 
• Layout.Manager 
• Business Manager , 
• News Editor 
• Features Editor 
• Sports Editor 
• Assistant Sports Editor 
• Editorial Page Editor 
• Photo Editor · 
• What's Happening Page Editor 
• Assistant News Editor • Distribution Manager 
• Classifieds/Comics Editor 
• Entertainment Editor 
• -Assistant Entertainment Editor 
Apply Now! 
Stop by The Ithacan, 269 Park.School of 
COmmunications, and fill out an application. 
Applications are due by Monday, April 13 at 5 p.m . 
.., '- • I, C, ...... ,. ~ ,C. I, t ._ 'I ·~ .. • ... '_. II, ~ .... • \ .,_ .... I. .. • • .. ,_ • • ~ .... 0. 0 & ._ "' • • • • .,,. ,- _. - • • ~ /I t ,. - • .,._ .., L • • "' - .I. ,.. 
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Cam.pus Safety Log Spending your summer on an 
"ecotour" 
- ' . ·. , 
Tips·for··· .,. -
p~~~~t .;; }i> 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to lhe Ithacan by Iha IC 
Office of Publiclnfonnation, based solely 
on reports from Iha Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone whh any information regard-
ing fhese entries is encouraged to con-
tact the Office of Campus Safety. Un-
less otherwise specified, all reported 
incidents remain under investigation. 
Friday, March 27• 
Thuraday, Aptll 2, 1992 
Friday, March 27 
Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Information Technology 
upon a report of a smoke odor. Odor 
was determined to be caused by burned 
food. There was no fire or damage. 
'Y Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for stealing a wallet and using 
credit cards found inside to buy about 
$1,400 worth of goods. The wallet was 
reported stolen on Feb.18. 
Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of approximately $5 worth of sup-
ply items from the college warehouse 
area. 
Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of the student's college identi-
fication card. Student believes the card 
was stolen from the Roy H. Park School 
of Communications although the date 
and time of the theft has not been deter-
mined. 
Saturday, March 28 
Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to T allcort Hall tor a fire alarm. 
It was determined that the setting off of 
the alann was a smoke detector caused 
by cigarette smoke. 
l" The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Iha West Tower for a fire 
alarm. A pull box had been maliciously 
activated on the 6th floor. 
Y The Ithaca Fire Department · re-
sponded to Terrace 12 for a fire alarm. 
Cause of the alann was determined to 
be an activated smoke detector caused 
'ciy a fire extinguisher that was mali-
ciously discharged on the first floor._ 
"f Five students were referred for judi-
cial action for possession of beer kegs 
in a campus apartment - a violation of 
College alcohol policy. 
Sunday, March 29 
"f A complaint was filed alter someone 
used a coat hanger on a Talcott Hall 
vending machine in an attempt to steal 
some of the items inside. 
YA student filed a complaint regarding 
the damage and theft of more than $1000 
worth of property that had been left un-
attended in the student's New Hall apart-
ment. Student reported that the thief 
entered the unlocked room between 3 
and 3:30 a.m. on March 29 and stole 
about 90 compact discs, 12 baseball 
caps, a sweatshirt, and a T-shirt. A clock 
in the room and a pair ot sunglasses 
were damaged. 
.,, A student who was referred for judicial 
action on March 28 for providing false 
identification to Campus Safety officers 
was referred for judicial action again this 
date for doing the same thing. Student 
claimed to be someone else alter going 
to the Office of Campus Safety in an 
effort to pick up property belonging to 
another person. 
T A student filed a complaint regarding 
the theft of about $160 worth of clothes 
from the EastTowerlaundry room area. 
The theft occurred between 9:30 and 10 
p.m. on March 29. 
Monday, Match 30 
Y A student was identified as being 
responsible for a check that was forged 
at the Campus Center in Novem-
ber, 1991. Student was ordered to make 
restitution and was referred for judicial 
action. -
Tuesday, March 31 
.,, A student filed a complain! regarding 
lhe theft of the student's wallet contain-
ing $90, credit cards, and miscellaneous 
personal papers. Student reported the 
wallet was stolen from the student's 
backpack on March 31 while it was left 
unattended in the library. 
'Y A complaint was tiled regarding the 
theft of two portable stop signs from C-
lot. 
Wednesday, Aprll 1 
'Y A complaint was filed after someone 
used a coat hanger to steal food from a 
vending machine in the Terrace 2 lounge 
area. 
'Y A complaint was filed after someone 
tampered with doors on the 10th floor of 
the West Tower. Approximately 10 doors 
on that floor had been taped shut and 
covered with toilet paper. 
T Officers responded to Rowland Hall 
upon a report ot a person having a 
reaction to medication. Bangs Ambu-
lance responded and transported the 
student to the Health Center for treat-
ment. 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding a 
person who falsely identified himself as 
another person to IC-TV, prompting the 
station to broadcast false information. 
'Y A student was referred for judicial 
action for creating a disturbance in the 
residence hall apartment area and for 
non-compliance with a Residential Lite 
staff member. 
Thursday, April 2 
'Y A student filed a complaint alter the 
receipt of harassing/ annoying tele-
phone calls on the student's residence 
hall room phone. 
.,, A student was referred for judicial 
action for providing false identification 
to Campus Safety officers after being 
stopped for erratic driving April 1. 
Safety Tip: 
As warmer weather approaches it is 
important for students to remember that 
all of the New York State Park, gorges, 
and trails are still closed. Those trails 
and gorges remain closed throughout 
much ot the spring due to the extended 
amount of time it takes for the trails to 
become passable. Many of the trails are 
still ice covered, slippery, and hazard-
ous. 
By Diane MacEachern 
Q. I'd like to take an "ecotour" 
this summer. Can you tell me 
what I should look for in a reli-
able tour operator? 
A. Conservation International, a 
nonprofit organization working 
to protect ecosystems in more 
than 24 countries, believes reli-
able tour organizers should meet 
the following criteria: 
•They should have been operat-
ing tours to the area you're plan-
ning to visit for at least three 
years. 
•The tour guide should use 
nonpolluting transportation 
whenever possible, such as foot 
travel, horses or canoes; keep 
tourists within designated areas 
and on trails; and educate tourists 
on environmental issues, includ-
ing what crafts and souvenirs to 
buy and those to avoid. 
YTo conserve resources, accom-
modations should be in modest 
lodgings or locally owned guest 
houses rather than in big hotels. 
YPart of the tour fee should in-
clude a tax-deductible contribu-
tion to a nonprofit conservation 
group. 
Not only will you gain a new 
appreciation for the planet, you' II 
help infuse the region, you visit 
with an economic incentive to 
stop uncontrolled logging, wild-
life poaching, slash-and-burn 
farming, and other ecologically 
destructive practices. Here's a 
. sample: 
YHarp sea! watch: Each March, 
25O,00Oharpsealsenter Canada's 
Gulf of St. Lawrence to bear their 
young on vast floating ice fields 
just west of the Magdalen Is-
lands. For centuries, seal hunters 
would descend on the ice floes 
and club the pups for their fur. 
Today, the International Fund for 
Animal Welfare is trying to cre-
ate a tourist industry to replace 
lost income to the sealing com-
munities. 
•Bird watching: The El Triunfo 
Biosphere Reserve in southern 
Mexico near theGuatemaJan bor. 
der boasts huge trees laden with 
orchids and ferns reaching 
heights of 40 feet or more. 
YRiver rafting: The Alas River 
flows out of the highest volcano 
on the Indonesian island of 
Sumatra and through jungle 
gorges laced with waterfalls. You 
might also see lizards, elephants, 
rhinos, leopards and tigers. 
If you wantto "dosomething" 
other than just see the sights, you 
can volunteer for ecological re-
search projects.1'hough you still 
pay a fee and your own travel 
expenses, some projects may of-
feryou accommodations. For ex-
ample, the supertanker Metula 
lost 50,000 tons of oil in August 
1974 in Chile's Strait of 
Magellan. 
Volunteers are still mapping 
the area and digging trenches to 
determine the extent of buried oil 
and its impact on wildlife. The 
fee for rendering your services: 
$1,520. 
Diane MacEachern wrote the 
besl seller, "Save Our Planet: 
750 Everyday Ways You Can 
Help Clean Up the Earth." 
FILMS PRESENTS 
MAl>ONNA 
TRUTH OR DARE 
r--------------------~ I FRIDAY-April 9 SATURDAY April IQ I I 6:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. I 
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I SUNl)AY- April U I 
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I 9:00 p.m •. MADONNA: TRUTH OR DARE I 
I PRICE I 
Quality Films and More of Them! I Fri. & Sat. - $3.OO PLACR · I L Sun. · $2.0~ T~xtor 102 
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sell.i()f l~lasS: gift preSeFV~S, keeps -track -of time 
By Liz De Rose 
· Time is of the essence. 
Theseniorclassisg!vingthecollegeagift 
to remember this ~lloquialism: a sundial. 
This particular type of sundial, known as 
an armillary, is an old astronomical instru-
ment that shows the positions of important 
circles of the celestial sphere. 
The sphere will ~ designed by Gary 
Wojcik, a former faculty member at Ithaca 
College, who now owns a-sculpting studio 
outside Ithaca. "This is going to be spectacu-
lar," Josh Bond, assistant director of devel-
opment, said. "Its defmitely not a metal blob 
on top of Textor." 
The arrniµary will be nearly four feet in 
diameter, and will be placed on the east side 
of the new Science Building, once the build-
ing is completed. The college has plans to 
landscape the area around the sundial to 
include lawns and walkways. 
In the base of this anriillary, the senior 
class will place a "centennial time capsule." 
The capsule is a large meial box that will 
contain various items related. to the centen-
nial year, the seniorcJass and the college. The 
items to be included have yet to be chosen. 
''The senior gift is a scientific iool that has 
everything to do with the passing of time, 
since it also functions as a sunclial. By geo-
graphically marrying it to the new science 
complex as well as by the inclusion of the 
centennial capsule in its base, the senior class 
is making a very poetic statement about the 
importance of science for the 21st century," 
Bond said. 
Notices were sent out last semester to the 
senior class requesting input as to what they 
would like the senior gift to be. The four main 
choices generated by the senior class were a 
class of 1992 scholarship endowment, refur-
bishing the back entrance to the college, 
general landscaping of the new quad in front 
of the Park building and a time capsule placed 
somewhere on campus. 
After several months of brainstorming over 
what the centennial class could give to re-
mind future generations of this year and this 
class, they came up with the sundial plan. 
Despite some negative reaction to the 
choice of the sundial from members of the 
senior class, most really liked the idea, Andy 
McMahon, senior class president, said. "It's 
exciting to commemorate the end of one 
century and the beginning of a new one," he 
said. · 
The most difficult part of the project is not 
carrying it across campus, but raising enough 
_money to pay foriL Letters about the gift were 
sent to senior class members, requesting do-
nations ranging from $100 to $50 to $19.92 
(in commemoration of the 1992 centennial 
year). Students in the senior class have also 
begun a telephone campaign to raise enough 
money for the project. 
Thetotalcostoftheprojectwillbe$15,000. 
There are approximately 1,300 seniors, and 
only 160 have contributed to the gift fund so 
far. Yet these 160 students and 30 parents 
have combined to provide one-third of the 
total project COSL 
This is the first time in Ithaca College 
history that a fundraiser has included solici-
tation of senior class parents. A letter sent to 
parents requested donations for the project 
"I hope that parents will realize how much 
giving such a gift means to the class of 1992 
and that they will want to participate with 
their sons and daughters in honoring the 
College, Ithaca's centennial and the centen-
nial class," Bond said. 
If you have not yet contributed to the gift 
fund,_ and wish to do so, contact the senior-
class government in Egbert Hall. 
Counteracting cultural, environmental damage 
By Susana Matsumoto Clay told the audience, mostly anthropol- poverty, ignorance and greed attached to ahead into the future and try to think what 
Jason Clay, the founder and editor of the ogy majors from different New York State population are the main causes of the rest of will happen to future generations and the . 
Cultural Survival magazine, thinks anthro- colleges, that much needs to be done outside the problems. world they will inherit. 
pologislS can improve the conditions under of the anthropology field "In this country, business has started by The way in which international politics 
which we are living. "If we can't address the laws of cultural making a living and ended up by killing," has been structured created a state system 
~ the keynote speaker at the Ithaca Col- diversity and cultural annihilation, the world Clay said. He said our choices as consumers that is controlled by local elites. This leads to 
lege UndergraduateConference,hepresented will be lost," he said. reflect our values and expressed the impor- .an inadequate distribution of natural re-
proposals for such improvements in his lee- · We have been focusing too much on the tance we give to gold, the stock market and sources, he said. 
lure entitled "Activist Anthropology in the symptoms that have been deteriorating our- other things that contribute to enhance our "We can no longer take what we are fac-
1990s" Friday, April 3 in the Roy H. Parle selvesandourenvironment,butnotitscauses, material satisfaction. In contrast, we do not ing," he said. He encouraged all those who 
School of Communications. . according to Oay. He said that we worry a lot know about what is happening around our are majoring in anthropology and who even-
According to Clay, now thatwe are facing aboutdeforestationandacidrain,butwedo environment or with social issues such as tually will become lawyers, computer sci-
massive political, social and economic not think about what really causes it. malnourished children, he said. ence programmers and engineers among oth-
changes, we are also. losing biological and He said our priority should be based on the Clay said, not only do we make a terrible ers that while they are working on their field _ 
cultural attachments and our ecosystems are causes that lead to soc;ial, economic and en- mistake in centering our values towards ma- they should be concerned about social arid 
being damaged. vironmental problems. He recognized that terial satisfaction, but we- also do not look ethical issues. 
r-=======-:--;:;;:::::a;-:::-=:-==:::--::=-:===;=-;:;~~~~~--------------------,----------. 
SCAVENGER ~04ea. 
HUNT 
_ Saturday, 
April 11th at Noon 
Park School of , 
Communications 
• Teams of2 • $5 per team 
• To register, put money and 
names of team memtiers in 
AERho mailbox by April 10th 
Q You withdrew from a crucial course? Mak~ it up! 
~ Holstra'.s Summer Sessions offer courses m 
every major. 
O You ~eed to work? Do it all! Hofstra offers 
~ evening courses in the summer. 
D Short of crealts? No problem! Catch up this 
~ summer at Hofstra. 
r:]f Too many courses? Lighten up! Take one or 
~ more from Hofstra's dynamite summer selection. 
0 Want a relaxed campus setting? Go for ill 
~ Hofstra's incomparable sports recreation 
facilities can be yours this summer. 
O You dropped out? Don't worry! Start again this 
~ summer at Hofstra. _ 
0 One course needs your full attention? Rel~x! . 0 Want to know more about Hofstra? Check it ~ Hofstra welcomes the serious student during the ~ out! There's nothing like Hofstra during th~ 
summer, too. summer. 
Summer Session I: May 21 -June 26, 1992 
Summer Session II: July 6 - August 7, 1992 
For more infonnation/Sum!Iler Sessions Bulletin . 
Call today: 516-463-5 500 or return· this co~pon by mail. 
_Ii) HOFS~.¼NJ~RSIJY. 
tlolstra 15 an equal. eiJucat,onal opportunity instrtution. 
I Name:------~--
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I. I Telephone: _______ _ 
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• Fresh Flou,er 
Bouquets 
•Corsages. 
Boatonnfel'es 
• Exquisite Chocolates;; 
•Balloons• Imported Soaps 1· 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mor. , Wed., Sat. 
10-5:30 
Thurs., Fri. 10-9 
Sundays 11-4 
A 
• 
Dally Delivery, except Sunday 
BEAM 
TRAVEL 
-CENTER 
INC. 
TRAVEL IS OUR 
.-SPECIALTY 
BUT 
SERVICE IS OUR 
BUSINESS 
277•313"3 
134 E. SENECA AT TIOGA ST. 
PUBLIC PARKING ACROSS FROM 
THIS OFFICE AT TIOGA ST. 
I· 
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ABC anchor exposes prejudice in news industry 
By Sc~tt D. Matthews black girl wanting to be a journalist between African Americans and World ~ews Tonight example, ~he pointed out that fe-
RacISm and sexual discrimina- was unheard of' when she was whites were coming to a head and Despite her current_ statu~ ~d mal~ producers on World News 
lion in the_ news industry were two growing up. She applied to North- riots were becoming more f~equent ex~rience, Simpson~~ she.~s Sllll Tomght had been ~iving 30 per-
of the mam topics ABC news an- western University, where she was "The media needed black re- s~bJec_t to some preJudice. I. am cent less pay~~ th~1r male coun-
chor and reporter Carole Simpson told by an admissions. counselor porters to go into the ghettos and still viewed by some. as a double terpllrt:S. That situauon has been 
addressed last Thursday in the Roy that "I was a negro girl, and there find out what was going on," token, black and female,_ someone remedied. No'Y, female and male 
H.ParlcSchoolofCommunications. · was no place for me in television." Simpson said. who c~uld be _cou?,ted twi~e by Af- prod~cers receive equal pay. 
Simpsonspokeagreatdealabout Simpson said she has taught at She weni to work in Chicago finnauve Acuon, ~he said. Simpson also spok~ on the cur-
the problems of being a African Northwestern in the last couple of radio, whereshelatergainedrecog- . H~we~er_, she ~id h~~ personal rent state of newscasung. She said 
American woman in the competi- years. "I enjoy telling my students I nition during the Chicago Seven s1tuauon is 1mpro~mg. Age, s~x, that today _there ar~ many different 
live news induslry. "I have experi- wasn't good enough to go there, but trial of I 970. Despite being eight color and o~er thmgs 3!",e ~tart.mg ~utlets formfonnauon,and the pub-
enced both'sex discrimination and good enough to teach there," she months pregnant when the verdict no_t to matter m my case, Simpson he sh2uld _take advantage of that 
racial discrimination, but more said. came down, Simpson managed to said. . . fact. I ~mk a pe~son is handi-
5t:xual discrimination," she said. "I Simpson graduated from the scoop her rivals. . As far~ women m the m~ustry, capped by J~t watc~mgiheevening 
still have to claw and scratch for University of Michigan, where she She exited th~ courtroom before Simpson sull sees problems. ~he~ newscasts, she ~d. 
opportunities." was the only African American anyone was allowed to leave, while it comes to women, the Amencan . At the conclusion of her talk, 
The speech was part of the Jes- person in a graduating journalism her colleagues were locked inside. D~eam . doesn't. work for us,". she ~impsonanswereda variety of ques-
sica Savitch DistinguishedJournal- class of 60, and the only one who "It became a huge joke that the said. Simpson 1s currently ct1~urof llOns from the audience. 
ism Lecture Series. Simpson spoke left school without a job. She even- nation had been scooped by a black, the ABC News Women's Advisory Before the s~h, three students 
for the better part of an hour on a tually went to graduate school at pregnant woman," Simpson said. Board, a group formed to open up werepresentedwnhJessicaSavitch 
variety of subjects. Amain focus of the University of Iowa, where she Simpson eventually joined NBC opportunities within the company. Scholarships. Junior Christina 
her talk was her own career. becamethefustwomannewscaster News, and then went on to ABC, "Women were stagnating in our Arangio,sophomoreDanaMattson 
She told how her advancement on the school radio station. where she currently works. She is positions because no women were and freshman Jeff Selingo earned 
in the field was hindered by the fact After she graduated in I 965, the anchor of the Saturday World in a position to hire," she said. the honor. On hand to represent the 
that she is a African American fe- Simpson said she suddenly found News Tonight, and also reports for ABChas"madealotofprogress" Savitch family was Stephanie 
male. According to Simpson, "A herself in demand. Racial tensions the.American Agenda segment on in that area, Si~pson said. As an Savitch,thesisterofJessicaSavitch. 
Phone----------------------------------
search," Chesonis said. live side to the phone system situa-
tion. Continued from page 1 original plan and the differences 
could not be ironed out. 
Lepsch said the "severe contrac-
tual development problems" 
showed that "AT&T could in no 
way justify their oral promises." -
"The cost of putting in the AT&T 
phone service in place would have 
jeopardized the cost to students," 
Fuller said. 
Robin Sayre, AT&T's public 
relations manager in Boston, said, 
"The college decided to pursue the 
offer with another vendor, and we 
are sorry it didn't work out. AT&T 
fel~ it was a very good package that 
usually saves students money, and 
it is very popular with many other 
colleges." 
The AT &Tpackageofferedeach 
student a personal long distance 
identification number, individual-
ized billing and long distance credit 
limits to manage costs. 
Sayre said Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology is one college 
that uses the AT&T package. MIT 
student Sheila Mathis '95, said 
AT&T's system provides phones 
and free repair service, but since the 
cost is. worked into the room and 
board fees, it is not known by the 
students. 
Mathis said a disadvantage is 
"most of the students here live in 
frats and sororities, and they don't 
benefit from the service." 
Lookingtothefuture,ACCLong 
Distance Corporation president 
Arunas Chesonis said he believes 
features such as individualized bill-
ing and lower costs will appeal to 
He said ACC has been inspect-
ing the campus for the last seven 
weeks and will not be sure how 
much lower its price offer will be 
than AT&T's for another three 
weeks. Chesonis said ACC would 
probably implement its system on 
New York Telephone's old wiring 
netwofk for its first year of opera-
tion before independently serving 
the college. 
"There was fantastic coopera-
tion between the students and ad-
ministration. It showed that stu-
dents can think and become ac-
tively involved in projects that af-
fectlhem. It was a great learning 
experience, and we'll just have to 
give it another go-around," he said. 
-the college. 
Chesonis said his corporation 
has been in business since 1981 and 
serves over 30 northeastern col-
leges, 30,000 residential customers 
and 6,000 business clients. 
He said that if the college ac-
cepts their bid, then the new system 
will be targeted for the fall of 1993, 
a year later than AT&T's original 
plan. 
Both Fuller and Chesonis attrib-
uted the delay to the college's deci-
sion to switch companies and the 
needed construction time. "It takes 
an awful lot of time to check out all 
the buildings and complete the re-
According to Lepsch, the year-
long postponement will force the 
college to stay with New Y orkTele-
phone next fall, which is increasing 
its installation and basic monthly 
fees, although the new figures have 
not yet been released. 
But Lepsch sajd-he saw a posi-
Zagorin said, "I'm really glad 
thatstudentsgetachance to partici-
pate in. the decision. It shows the 
administration's insight, because 
students will benefit from a new 
phone system." 
Lepsch, Fuller and Zagorin will 
meet with representatives from the 
ACC Long ;Distance Corporation 
.April 10. 
* ARE.YOU--INTERESTED * 
IN BEING AN H&S I 
EXPLORATORY PEER ADVISOR 
FALL SEMESTER, 1992? 
Would y~u like to help exploratory students: 
0 Feel welcome a! ~thaca College? 
0 Make good dec1s1ons about courses and majors? 
0 Learn about other campus resources and activities? 
0 Make a smooth transition to college? 
You qualify to be an Exploratory Peer Advisor if: 
0 You are committed to helping others 
0 You will have be_en in the Exploratory Program for at 
least two semesters by Fall, 1992 
0 You have a cumulative grade point average of 2.5 or 
above 
0 You can work at 2 hours/week in the Exploratory 
Student Center 
0 You are committed to attending training sessions 
For more information on this program 
and an application, please come to: 
A Peer Advising Informational Meeting 
Tuesday, April 14, 1992 
12:05-1 p.m. 
Friends 210 
Advising Office staff and E , 
will be h d - c_urrent xplor~tory Peer Advisors 
on an to explain the program'and answer any 
-- questions you may have. - ,..,,,....,. 
~ - Aptlicf tions will also be available in the H&S ~-
],;(· - . . xp or~tory Student Center, 218 Muller.· . . . - ·. - -
.... ' .. 
' \ . ' ~ ·' ' .. ,., , -~; ~ ' 
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LOTTERY ROOM 
SIGN-UP FOR FALL 1992 
Thursday, April 9, 1992 - Apartment Sign-ups - Emerson Suites 
Monday, April 13, 1992 -Singles Lottery - Emerson Suites 
Tuesday, April 14, 1992 - In Hall Lottery 
ATTEND THE LOCATION IN yo··uR AREA: 
QUADS: 
Hood, Holmes, Talcott 
Landon, Bogart .. 
Rowland, Hilliard, Boothroyd 
Clarke, Lyon, Eastman 
TOWERS AND NEW HALL: 
New Hall 
East Tower 
West-Tower 
TERRACES: 
Terrace I, 2, 3 
Terrace 4, 5, 6 
Terrace 7, 8, 9 
Terrace 10, 11, 12 
-Holmes Study Lounge 
-Bogart Study Lounge 
-Rowland Study Lounge 
-Lyon Study Lounge 
-3rd Floor TV Lounge 
-East Tower Lobby 
-West Tower Lobby 
-Terrace 2 Second Floor Lounge 
-Terrace 5 Second Floor Lounge 
-Terrace 9 A First Floor Lounge 
-Terrace 12A First Floor Lounge 
Thursday, April 16, 1992 
All Campus Lottery- Emerson Suites 
HOUSING CHANGES FOR LOTTERY 
.... 
- . 
- .' 
• I,•• ,, • ' 
* Hood Hall will be co':'edfor Fall 1992 
*Smoke free floors will be piloted in the following locations 
Hilliard 1 (Male.an<) Female) . 
Terrace l0A 3rd I! loor (M"le) 
Terrace 3B 2nd Floor (Fe~ale) . · -~ -
-
-
·10 THE.ITHACAN 
OPINION 
Ithacan News 
This past week, Ithacan staff members learned how complex and 
demanding/their roles as responsible student journalists can be. 
Trying to act as "sbldents only," several I.tha~ staffers played an 
April Fools' Day joke on IC-TV News. The Joke itself was hannless 
and inoffensive; nonetheless, it was news for the Ithaca College . 
community, and The Ithacan was obligated to write about the enure 
story in an objective "news" fashion. 
When The Ithacan reported the prank last week without revealing 
the "whole" story. those staff members who knew compromised their 
journalistic integrity on an act that they perceived would reflect back 
on themselves as "sbldents only." 
Although a student journalist would like to "t~ ?ff' or ab~don, at 
times. his role as a journalist, that role becom~ mev1~bly and mdel-
ibly stamped on the student's being while she IS working for the 
newspaper. . 
The whole scenario does reveal at least one bnght spot: The I~can 
staff will be able to learn from its mistakes, which is one of the mam 
reasons for having students produce a college newsp~r. . . 
The Ithacan is now accepting applications for vanous s~f_pos1uons 
for next year. and the current staff encourages anyone who 1s mterested 
in any aspect of newspaper production to apply. · . 
The student journalist must confront the some~hat towenng . 
demands of credibly informing a college commumty. At the same ume, 
being part of a college newspa~r is an excelle~t way to keep a pulse 
on and to become a leader withm that commumty. 
• • While The Ithacan continually strives to accurately cov~r st?ries 
that reflect the diverse interests of those in the I~ commumty, 1t seems 
that few people outside of The Ithacan·staffknow how the newspaper 
operates. . dm · · · 
The Ithacan is produced entirely by students, with no .a . 1ms~uve 
input or restrictions. Paul Heaton, manager, student pubhcauons, 1s a 
full-time Ithaca College staff employee who oversees The Ithacan and 
The Cayugan another sbldent-run publication. _ 
The Ithac~ does receive numerous services from the college, such 
as the room it uses in the Park School of Communications building, 
thereby further ensuring that it is a newspaper run by (and for) IC . 
students. The Ithacan also receives a small start-up fund at the begm-
ning of the school year, but it quickly relies on advertising revenue --
approximately $99,000 over the course of the 1990-91 school vear -- to 
-pay tbr supplies, uave\, -printing. miscellaneous ex.-penses and student 
wages and commission. 
Editors an of whom are students, are paid for 3-11 hours ( depend-
ing on the position) per week, but typically work two or three times the 
amount of hours they get paid for. Writers usually receive one hour of 
pay per story published. 
Last year, about 40-50 regular staff members collectively earned 
approximately $18,000 in wages and commission (for those selling 
advertising space). Printing costs were approximately $23,000; 
supplies, $10,600; and miscellaneous (inc\uding phone, insurance, 
travel expenses, books/subscriptions and an annual banquet for 
staffers), ~15,750. 
The Ithacan budget situation is complicated by the fact that the 
school provides many of the same services it gives other school. 
organizations. Our computers, for instance, are Ithacan property but 
have been purchased through the college's capital gains budget 
process. 
Over the course of a single year, however, The Ithacan runs self-
sufficiently, paying for its expenses out of incoming advertising 
revenues. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
The ITHACAN 
The Ithaca College student newspaper, 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, Room 269. 
Editorial: 274-3207 Advertising: 274-3208 
Editor in Chief ..................................................... Christa Ano II 
Managing Editor ............................................. ,. ...... Jim Fen~o 
Advertising Manager ........................................... '."ndre~ Vah~ 
Assistant Advertising Manager ........................ Enc Stas1owsk1 
Layout Manager ................................................. Monica Olivio 
Business Manager ............................ , ............. Lance Crossett 
Assistant News Editors .................... Chris Lewis, Jeff Selingo 
Classifieds/Comics Editor ...................................... Eric Griffith 
Entertainment Editor ........................... ~ ....... Beverly Goodman 
Assistant Entertainment Editor ................... : ...... Chris Gervais 
Sports Editors ................... Willie Rubenst~in, S~tt Ma~~ews 
Assistant Sports Editor ..................................... Aaron Wllhams 
Photo Editor ........••.....•.... : ........................... Christopher Burke -
What's Happening Page Editor··················:····· Wendi Boyd~n 
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Distribution Manager •.•..•..•.. : ...................... Dana Lynn Pound_ 
Manager, Student Publications ............................ Paul Heaton 
All letters io the edilor must be received by 7 pm. the Sunday 
before publication. AU letters must include tlie wriler's name, phone 
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E~!!!ng short or the
1 
~oet!!~~.~~~g 
Eugene Patterson, while editor IC O MME NT ARY about the,i;nockne~s~per, not The 
of the St. Petersburg Times, was L. __________ __,_ I~acan. 1:he ~aJonty of people 
arrested one evening for driving thmk we di? !~1s, and ~~t. really 
while intoxicated. He called the newspaper and gave does a lot of damage. to our cr~dib1ht~. Credib1hty as a 
instructions that this news was to be run on the front campus newspaper 1s so~ethmg wh~ch we as .a staff 
page of the next day's newspaper. have devo~ the majonty of ow: ume to bu~I? up. 
Ifthemayororgovernorhadbeenarrested,Patterson Words cant express how. angry this makes me. . 
reasoned, they would receive the same treatment. Yet se~eral Ithacan editors allowed a sto~ to run m 
Newspapers, being the public's watchdog, must last week~ newspaper that they knew. was maccuratc, 
adhere to the same high standards to which they hold or at least mcomplete. That was the bnef sto~ onyagc 
others. 8 about someone posing as Jerry Brown bemg mter-
Last week The Ithacan failed to do that. viewed live on IC-TV News. -
This week we are in the embarrassing position of I think most of those involved in this prank-run-
having to explain ourselves to our readers. We could amok now realize the rerer~ussi~ns their acti?ns _wi!I 
have ignored the story, or used numerous excuses as have on the newspapers mtegnty. As I said, 1t 1s 
to why it shouldn't be written. But at the expense of embarrassing to have to report that the people you trust 
short-term damage to our credibility, full disclosure is to write about presidential salaries, faculty hand~ks 
essential if we are to maintain our integrity. and other controversial topics were the same people 
We would expect no less of any administrator on involved in misleading readers last week. . 
this campus, orof any other subject of the newspaper's And one of the lessons learned by many m the Park 
scrutiny. Building last week should be remembered by everyone: 
Details of what happened are contained in a news Lies and deception frequently result in more lies and 
story elsewhere in today's paper. In short, though, deception. 
several Ithacan staff members participated in an April Such lapses in judgment can be ascribed to the fact 
Fools' joke played against IC-TV. that these are students whodjdn 'tknow better. Perhaps. 
- This particular joke was relative I y harmless. What But we all would do well to remember that, despite poor 
offended me was how some of the same Ithacan staff judgement, we always will be held accountable for our 
members who were indignant about an April Fool's actions. 
edition of the newspaper were the same ones involved 
in perpetuating a hoax against someone else. Paul Heaton is manager of student publications at 
"I don't find itfunny at all," Ithacan News Editor Ithaca College. I LETTER I 
Political correctness clouds real issues 
To the editor: 
I am writing to thank Mr. Colby 
Sambrotto for his courage in open-
ing the floodgates of discussion on 
a topic which affects all of us here 
at IC--political correctness. In his 
letter, Mr. Sambrouo seems to be 
venting steam rather than making 
an argument against PC. But ex-
actly why is PC so annoying, ri-
diculous and superflous? 
A PC friend of mine once said 
that PC attacks language because 
it is one of the easiest things to 
change. 
Words are indeed .easy to 
. change. but-it is the meanings·be-
hind the words that are hard to 
modify because language is sym-
bolic. You can slap new paint on 
a house, but underneath it's still 
the same old .house. PC may force 
a person to say "Polish-Ameri-
can" insteadof"polak:,"but if you 
don't change the person~s percep-
tion of Poles, then they're still 
going to hate them. Attempting to 
ratify words and not their symbol-
ism is like trying to kill ivy by cut-
ting off just the tips; it may look 
dead, but underground the root still 
exists. 
The message here is this: Don't 
get upset over names and words. 
Take for example IC' sown BiGaLa 
association. Do you see them trying 
to re-write Websters? ·No. Instead, 
they're out in the community at-
tempting to educate and promote 
understanding on a tealistic level. 
Meanwhile, the feminists are run-
ning around in circles, playing with 
· their E's and Y's and crying that 
everything is the fault of the "Great· 
Male Conspiracy." It's no wonder 
their movement is in such shambles. 
"PCists" are like two children 
standing in a burning house ·and ar-
guing, "Its TOE-MAY-TO!" "No! 
Its TAH-MAH-TO!" 
Who cares if they're blacks or 
African-Americans or fig newtons? 
They still have a high monality rate, 
and are still plag~ed with drugs, 
AIDS and crime. 
If PCists were smart, they would 
stop fooling around with fancy 
names and realize that education is 
the necessary tool against hate. 
Actions like spelling "womyn" 
instead of "women'-' are cbildish 
and frivolous. Our·home is on fire, 
but the PCists are driving the fire 
truck in the opposite direction. In 
the meantime, I recommend that 
the rest of us who are· firmly 
grounded in reality ignore the Ithaca 
'Liberation Front half-wits-and the 
rest of their PC kin and actually get 
some work done to put·the fire out 
I agree with-Mr. Sambrotto.when-
he says we should "bring some real 
debate back to this sterile hilltop," 
and I feel The Ithacan is·the perfect 
forum for it Therefore, I welcome 
any and all responses,. especially 
from the ILF. Snide comments·and 
silly cartoons.are the weapons of 
cowards and braggadocios,, 
Jason Kuhl 
Philosopby/Reiigion- 193 
.. , ~ ........... - . - ..... ~·- 1 .... 1-~ .... • •• :· • .-· •••• •• ,,._ ~- ;: • ••• ,; ~ ' . " . ~ : , 
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LifeLine responds. 
To die editor: homelessness etc. Complete infor-
As. officers of Lifeline, we mation regarding our beliefs was 
wouldliketoacknowledgethecom- available at our table throughout 
ments of Mr. Eastman regarding the sale. 
our rose sale this past Valentine's While we are sorry that some 
Day. people may not have examined our 
For those students wondering if sign (and may have made a pur-
an effort was made to conceal our chase which they regret), we would 
views, we would like to assure you like to assure the readers that our 
there was not; our group is very salewasruninfullcompliancewith 
secure in, and proud of, our consis- the Ithaca College Student Govern-
tent life-ethic stance which up- ment regulations, as all future pro-
holds · the value of human life in grams will be. 
every arena. LifeLine Officers 
In other words, Lifeline is pro- Peggy Goodman '93 
life for all life issues, including Mary Jo Gill '94 
euthanasia, abortion, capital pun- Rebecca J. Buzzell '92 
ishment, world poverty, AIDS, Rebecca Morrow '95 
The college treatment 
To the editor: necessary business practice. But l 
As graduation rapidly ap- do take offense at the way this 
proaches, I find myself distressed practice is iniliared. 
. '~ . ' • i'-~. •• '' • .. , • I "' \ J ,_., 
TO~Y WE STUO'( »IE' 
1N1'£QcoNNEtl'EoNESS OF 
LIFE ON PtA.Ner EAR.TU. 
OIL COMES FROM 
~RIENDS. f'1Y FR.lfNl)S. 
~kt 6L08A\.. WAAMWG. 
IT COMES FROM 
BvRNIN6 TIUN6S, 
Lll{E GASOLINE. 
POLIT/CAL MONEY 
COMES ~R.OM 7JfE.SE 
F~IENDS, n>o. 
.THE'ITHACAN 11 .. ~ 
6ASOL1NE 
C:OMES ~ROM OIL. 
about two things. Although,forthe When I graduate in May, my 
most part, I am quite satisfied with parents and I will colJectively owe 
the education I have received thus $21,000, not including interest, in 
far, I am also deeply disturbed by financial aid. Our obligation to this 
the lack of consideration the ad- school will stay with us for many Mock Ithacan story cr1• t1• c1• zed ministrationshowsfortheheartand more years to come. If I were to soul of this institution. Ithaca Col- donate any money, assuming I had 
lege is a small school, yet the stu- some to give, I would sooner give not The Ithacan creator asks, Where's the student reaction? 
dentsherearecontinuouslytreated direcr..ly to a teacher than to "the To the editor: some quotes to suppon his argu- Credibilitydocsnotcomesolely 
asaherdofcattle. Weare all merely budget" The student owes Ithaca I must express to you the disap- rnem without trying to present a from a slick fonnat and adherence 
numbersinaconnect-the-dotpuzzle nothing more than the price 10 at- poinunentwhichlandmany others balanced or accurate viewpoint. to deadlines. Credibility does not 
that President Whalen so affection- tend the institution. I can speak for feel as a result of your coverage of (One obvious error is the assertion mean not being able to take a joke 
ately calls his "turtle bridge." myself and many others when I say the April Fools' Day publication that Corey Shane paid cash for the and blasting well-meaning people 
As a member of the graduating that I paid for and earned my educa- not The Ithacan. When I embarked printing. In fact, I paid on credit.) as being irresponsible. Nobody was 
class of 1992, I propose that each lion. It wasnotagiftbestowed upon on this project, I sought input from Besides this minor inaccuracy, suggesting that your paper is not 
graduate's name be called _at the me by Ithaca College, but rather a various people who had been asso- let's look at who is represented in credible; on the contrary, one 
graduation ceremony we have all business transaction. ciated with The Ithacan in the past this article -- the editor in chief, doesn't make a parody of some-
worked so hard to reach. A college Many ofus who are on financial Many of them told me that while managing editor and news editor thing which is not credible in the 
degree is a special achievement, aid have been forced to accept it students and faculty would love it, (Ithacan viewpoint); the dean of the first place. 
and the dedication and hard work a because we Jack lhe funds to pay for the editors and staff of The Ithacan school of communications and the Examples of publications which 
young man or young woman puts this education ourselves. 1 suggest would be quite angry. I asked how manager of student publications havebeenparodiedrecenllyinclude 
into receiving it is an admirable that, in the future, yo~ spend l<:5s the staff could be upset with a pub- (Ithaca College party line); the pro- Time magazine, The New York 
accomplishment that should not be money on flashy solicuauons with Iicalion which brought somehappi- duction coordinator of The Ithaca Times, Vogue, The New Yorlcer 
slighted. Soon we will leave these "Fireworks inside." I also suggest ness, new perspectives and a mes- . Journal, and myself. and theL.L. Bean Catalog. None of 
hallways proud to be graduates of that you consider who you are l3!'- sage of involvement to its readers There are no comments whatso- thesemagazineshave lostanycred-
Ithaca College. How about show- geting very carefully. I find this __ the Ithaca College student body. ever from the over 2,000 students ibility whatsoever just because 
ing the students as individuals that whole practice impersonal and in- The response to this was some- who read and enjoyed the issue. somebody made a satire of them. 
you are proud of that, too? suiting. Ifyouexpectagift,Iexpect thing to the effect of, "They [the There are also no comments from If anything has damaged the 
, My second disappointment is in some sensitivity and respect in re- staff} are not concerned with stu- any of the faculty, many o~ who~ credibility of The Ithacan it has 
regard to the administration's fre- turn. dents, they are concerned with serv- discussed not The Ithacan m the!r been the vindictive and incomplete 
quentrequestsfordonationstothe I apologize for the tone I have ingtheneedsoftheadministration classes, beca~se it related to their coverageoftheparody.Ithasmade 
school. I am well aware that most taken in the second half of this and turning out a product" course matenal. a lot of people wonder whose inter-
colleges and universities rely on letter. Unfortunately. the subject I wanted desperately not to be- The Ithacan is a paper for the ests your paper has at heart If you 
monetary gifts from alumni to fund makes me very unhappy. lieve this. I wanted to think that our over 6,000 students of Ithaca Coh were confident that your paper was 
variousprogramsandconstructjons, Amy Singer paper would be sensitive to, and lege. The stude~ts r~d the ~a~r t_o a credible source of information on 
etc. I am also aware that it is a_ English '92 careabout,theinterests ofitsread- find out what 1s gomg on m their campus,thennothingaccurateany-
s t e. th d. sa b I ed at IC school and they pay ror its printing body could say or do would be able uppor 1or . e I . er\utacrowningexampleofthis throughtheirtuition.Wedeserveto todamagethatcredibility. 
Totbeeditor: that person can live and work as attitudeisthe April2article"Gradu- haveaccurateinfonnationaboutour Studentsarecounlingonyouto 
An article recently appeared in well as a person without a disabil- ate student produces bogus school, infonnation that takes us represent our interests and opin-
Toelthacanregardinganawardpre- ity. Disabled people~ not looking Ithacan." I had to read it a couple of into account as readers. ions, as well as those of the admin-
sented to theCollege for its work in for. special cons1derauon; they do times to really realize what was Your article speaks a lot about istration. Please don't let us down. 
hiring disabled· persons. Specifi- want the same opportunities that missing. The style of writing credibility,solet'sendonthat. Why 
cally, Ithaca College received the most people _tak~ for ~ted. strongly suggests that the author would anyone believe that a paper Ari KissilotT 
awardbecauseofitsongoingeffort As a heanng-1mpaired person, I had a definite opinion or message is credible if it only serves its pub- TV/R '90 
to hire disabled individuals from have been forced to do things a bit to get across and merely obtained lishers and the administration? Creator, not The Ithacan 
i~~~~ ~~~~ r;;r~ 
the broader scope of the-disabled classes I have attended haye been Student praises parody and questions Ithacan re~pon~e to lt 
community as welL Individuals supponive and_ understanding. To the editor: are printing. Ent~rtamers bke Rodney 
considered disabled. experience a Certainly there have been some I learned long ago that pan of In fact, Ari Kissiloff, who pro- Dang~rfield make caree~ ~ut of 
wide range of. mental as well as difficult times, but the roadblocks maturity is being able to laugh at duced the not The· Ithacan, even laughing at themselves; lS It too 
Physical resuictions. neverseemedtolastverylongonce th f k th htoask fo campusnewspa 
There-- those individuals with people were made aware of them. myself. So I guess it is safe to as- stated that e amount o. wor e muc_ . o ur -
"""' ak sume that some members of Toe project entailed gave hlDl a new per Just tins once? 
"obvious" disabilities·-- the person And that is lhe key -- to m e Ithacan have yet to go through so- respect for those who produce ~e I am sure that Joe ~ettodoes 
with a seeing eye dog;. the indi- people aware. 1 cannot speak f°! cialpuberty."''Wordscan'texpress Ithacan. By being so.vehement m not represent the maJo~tl of !he 
vidual who relies on a wh~lchair- everyone at Ithaca College who has how angry this makes me," pontifi- his disappf!Ncll of Mr. Kissiloffs Ithacan staff, but~ fmd 1t msulung 
• but some are not as easily per- a disability, but 1 personally feel cared The Ithacan news edi_tor Joe· joke,Mr.Porleuohasdonemoreto ~heassumeslwillbase, my~~u-
ceived -such as those who suffer fortunate to be here. · · fth ti f Th Ithacan s credib1hty 
from i · - · disorders or those The· Affirmative Action Office ~rletto, m ~- to, an ai_naz- damage the.reputation o e paper a on o e 
Wl·th,:se~heal. lh- i.iems. has been an ongoing source ofsup- mgly clever Apnl Fools Day_Jok~. than if he · had just shut up and upon someone else's parody and 
-·':'".,. · J>1'0born'u "th th . rt d information for me. If you . I caonot help but wonder if. his smiled. not upon concrete analysis of ~n-
Some-personsa:re WI eu po an "th ants are a trifle too tight. Furthermore, anyone who mis- tent. 
disability ,-others acquire it later on. are an employ~ or St\ld~t wi a _ P The not Toe Ithacan that arrived took the not The Ithacan for the real Perllapsthe~'Whyam lso lame?" 
Yet.·under:the:Federal Rehabilita- disability and m nleed ot: mfonna- on Ap-=•-1 was an absolute delight thing_is in serious need of a tn_·p to quesu_· on, in the not -The_ Ithacan 
· · -al f th · di · istance encourage you - iu 
uon Act-of 1973 I O - ese·m •· uonorass this rn' It' locatedon forthoseofusluckyenoughtosnag the optometrist. In several places Inqwrerlast-week w~ directed to 
viduals:are-~!disabled." A handicap to sto~ by O ice. s a copy. Saying that a parody like throughout the paper it was stated the wrong people. · 
or disability.is not:actually some- the third floor of Job Halli • S tt this damages. the reputation of Toe in large letters that it was a joke. 
thi . "has,, It IS. ·really a rene co . d" th ng a person· •. · 1 s ec"alist Ithacan is garbage and perhaps m- Itisanabsolute 1sgrace atour 
problem of."fit" ~tween thalft per- U~~~P:r°:nro~m~tion dicates a general insecurity among campus newspaper does not feel 
son. and· the, enVll'Onme~L the T hnology some of the editors as to what they confident enough to take a joke. 
envirOnment can be modified, than ec 
Bill Parks 
Cinema!Pboto '92 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
April 9 
Summer Planning Committeee 
Meeting,N.Meeting Room, 1 la.m. 
ACCand Student Affairs Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 1 la.m.-noon 
Muller Chapel Theater Group pre-
sents "Up from Paradise" from April Office Of International Programs 
9 11 8 Mull Ch I Staff Meeting, South Meeting - , at p.m., er ape . -Room, 11:45-1:30p.m. 
Advance Registration for Fall 1992 Admissions Presentation, North 
Residential Life Apartment Sign- Meeting Room, 1-3p.m. 
day Service, Chapel Sanctuary, Pub/Coffeehouse, 8:30p.m. 
11:30a.m. Junior Recital, Christian 
Centennial Ithaca Music Festival Greenwalt, Percussion, 
Luncheon, Emerson Suites, Cam- NabenhauerRoom,FordHall,9p.m. 
pus Center, noon 
Hillel Board Meeting, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, noon 
Tuesday, 
April 14 
SAB Films presents Bugsy Textor 
102 2 LifeSafetyTrainingSession,North , p.m. 
Ups, Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall Campus Life Awards Committee I.C. Catholic Community Chris-
M · N M · R 1 · B d R h l Ph· 11 · Student Affairs Directors Meeting, 
Meeting Room, 7:30a.m. 
Visiting Multicultural Fellow Meet-
ing, Conference Room, 8a.m. 
eetmg, . eetmg oom, p.m. llan an e earsa , 1 1ps 
Room, Muller Chapel, 2p.m. SouthMeetingRoom,CampusCen-
Recital Rehearsal for Kristen 9 11 
Greek Life Committee Meeting, 
Conference Room, 9a.m. 
Kelly, Muller Chapel, 2p.m. Centennial Program: History of 
Bands, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
Music School Rehearsal, Muller 
H&S Dean's Office Social Studies Chapel, 2:30p.m. 3p.m. 
Meeting Conference Room 11- · Senior Recital Wendy Clark, 
ll:SOa.~. ' StudentAffairsRReunio
3
nB
5
allMeet- Muller Chapel, s:45p.m. 
ing, DeMoue oom, : 1 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Seminar, Graduate School Deci- Visiting Multicultural Fellow Pro-
sions, South Meeting Room.noon. gramMeeting,ClarkLounge,4p.m. 
Open Forum Panel Discussion on CampusCenterandSpecialEvents 
the Centennial Commissions by the and Conferences presents 
Composers, Ford Hall, noon. Karaoke, Coffeehouse, 4p.m. 
Campus Safety Banquet, Emerson 
Suites, 6p.m. 
Admissions President's Host Ban-
quet, Emerson Suites,Campus Cen-
ter, 6p.m. 
ter, - p.m. 
H&S Department Assistants Meet-
ing, DeMotte Room, Campus 
Center,l0a.m. 
History Club Meeting, Friends 303, 
12:0Sp.m. 
Black History Month Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
2p.m. 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Study 
Group, Friends 207, 12:lOp.m. 
AMA Executiv~ Board Meeting, 
SAB Films presents Truth or Dare, 
Textor 102, 6&9p.m. SAB Executive Board Meeting, 
Wednesday, 
April 15 . 
Greek Life Meeting, Conference 
Room,8a.m. 
Admissions Presintation, North 
Meeting Room, 9a.m. 
Campus Center and Special Events 
Meeting,ConferenceRoom,10:a.m. 
Financial Aid Staff Meeting, South 
Meeting Room, 10:30am. 
Professional Development Commit-
tee Meeting, Conference Room, 
noon 
Residential Life Brown Bag Lun-
cheon, DeMotte Room, noon 
Music Dress Rehearsal, Muller 
Chapel, 2p.m. 
Campus Center and Special Events 
Meeting, N. Meeting Room, 3p.m. 
Human Subjects Research Commit-
tee Meeting, Conference Room, 
3:30p.m. 
Conference Room, noon. -
Centennial Ithaca Music Festival 
Reception, Emerson Suites, 
5:30p.m. 
North Meeting Room, Campus Cen-
Bi-Gala Weekly Meeting, Muller l2 l5 Career Planning and Placement 
Ch l 6 30p 
ter, : p.m. 
ape, : .m. Seminar How to Find a Job, s. Interfaith Religious Council Medi-
tation, Chapel Sanctuary, noon. 
Financial Aid Dana Intern Meeting, 
DeMoue Room, noon. 
History Department Acade~ic 
Awards Banquet, Klingenstein 
Lounge, 6p.m. 
SAB Films presents Bugsy, Textor 
102, 6&9p.m. Academic Cabinet Meeting, North 
Meeting Room, noon to Sp.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Chapel 
Academic Computing se·rvices Sanctuary, 6p.m. 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
12:05-l:lOp.m. Hillel Shabbat Dinner, Terrace 
Dining Hall, 7:15p.m. 
Orientation Steering Committee 
Meeting,S.MeetingRoom, 1: 15p.m. Muller Chapel Theater Group pre-
sents Up From Paradise, Muller 
School of Music Dress Rehearsal, Chapel, 8p.m. 
Muller Chapel, 3-Sp.m. 
Kuumba Fashion Show, Emerson 
Alpha Epsilon Rho Induction Cer- Suites, 8p.m. 
emony ,South Meeting Room, Sp.m. Centennial Program, Wind Music 
Lutheran Bibl~ Study Group, From Ithaca College, Ford Audi-
ConferenceRoom,6:30p.m. torium, 8:15p.m. 
Dayspring Meeting, N. Meeting 
Room,7p.m. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho Induction Cer-
emony, Textor 103, 7-9p.m. 
Visiting Multicultural Fellow, Den-
nis Byron, on "An Agenda For 
Change: What Are the Institu-
tions of Higher Learning?", Park 
School Auditorium, 7:30p.m. 
Faculty Council Meeting, 
Klingenstein Lounge,7:30p.m. 
LC. Players Drama Club, Night of 
Saturday, 
April 11 
Admissions Office presents Ithaca 
Today 1992 
CampusCenterandSpecialEvents 
AV Staff Training, Pub/Coffee-
house, lp.m. 
Residential Life Quads Volleyball 
Tournament, Campus Center Quad, 
lp.m. 
Monologues, Textor 101, 8p.m. Student Recital, Shelly Ann 
Intemationial Club Meeting, S. Caywood, Voice, Muller Chapel, 
Meeting Room, 8p.m. 3p.m. 
Sign Language Club Meeting, School of Music, piano recital, 
PhillipsRoom,MullerChapel,Sp.m. Takako Matsuura,rv,:ullerChapel, 
Sp.m. 
Ithaca College Environmental So-
ciety Meeting, Friends 20S, Sp.m. WrestlingTeamBanquet,Emerson 
Suites, 5:30p.m. 
Centennial Concert: Premiere Per-
formance at Ithaca, Ford Hall MullerChapel Theaterpresents Up 
A di · 8 From Paradise, Muller Chapel, u tonum, : 15p.m. 8 p.m. 
I.C. Republicans Meeting, Friends Writing Program Class Meeting/ Meeting Room, 4p.m. Poetry Reading, Muller Chapel, 203,Sp.m. . 
Graduate Composition recital, 
Thom Hasenpflug, Ford Hall 
Auditorium,8: l5p.m. 
Mu Phi Epsilon Weekly Meeting, 
Terrace 12A Lounge, 9p.m. 
Monday, 
April 13 
Residential Life Singles Lottery, 
Emerson Suites, Campus 
Center ,8a.m. 
Academic Computing Services 
Fair, North Foyer, Campus Center, 
l0a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Seminar, How to Find an Intern-
ship/Summer job, South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, noon 
Diversity Awareness Committee, 
Brown Bag Session, North Meet-
ing Room, noon 
2:35-4: 15p.m. 
Provost's Office Human Subjects 
Research Meeting, N. Meeting 
Room, Campus Center,3p.m. 
Centennial Cookbook Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 3p.m. 
Campus Center Exempt Staff Meet-
ing, Conference· Room, Campus 
Center, 3:30p.m. · 
Chemistry Department Seminar, 
Jerrrold M~inwald,4:30p.m., Room 
307, Williams Hall. 
H&S Curriculum Committee Meet-
ing, Conference Room, Campus 
Center , 5:30p.m. 
Admissions Dinner, Klingenstein 
Lounge, Campus Center 6p.m. 
Community Service Network Meet-
ing, Room 110, Campus Center, 
7p.m. 
Math Club Meeting, Friends 30 I, 
7p.m. 
Counseling ·workshop, The Time 
of Your Life, Group Room, Coun-
seling Center, 4p.m. 
Campus Center Man·agers Meeting, 
South Meeting Room, 6p.m. 
Campus ~enter and Special EvenL, 
AV Meeting, Room 110, Campus 
Center, 6:30p,m. 
Student Government Elections 
Pollsitters Meeting, Textor 103, 
6:30p.m. 
OverEaters Anonymous Support 
Group Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 7p.m. 
School of Music, Radio Drama, 
Hoerner Theater, 7p.m. . 
History Club Lecture, Textor 101, 
7:30p.m. · 
SAB Speaker, Emerson Suites, 
8p.m. 
RHA Meeting, South Meeting 
Room,Campus Center, 8p.m. 
Enrollment Planning Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, 3p.m 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting, TofuNowGeneralMeeting,Friends 
DeMotte Room, Campus 202, 8p.m. 
History Club Meeting, DeMotte 
Room,4p.m. 
Senior Class and Career Planning 
presents Etiquette Program, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Cen-
ter, Sp.m. 
Judicial Affairs AlcoholEducation 
Seminar, S.Meeting Room, 6p.m. 
Center, 7p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ Meet-
ing, North Meeting Room.Campus 
Center, 7p.m. 
Christian Scientists Organizational 
Meeting, Smiddy 110, 7p.m. 
Faculty Council 1'leeting, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
7:30p.m. Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting, Conference Room, 
7p.m. 
Poetry Reading by Gwendolyn 
Brooks , 8p.m., Emerson Suites, 
Student Psychology Association Campus Center. 
General Meeting, Williams 111, RHA Induction Ceremony, Clark 
7:30-8:30p.m. Lounge,Campus Center, 8p.m. 
Health Management Association 
Meeting, DeMotte Room,Campus 
Center, 8:15p.m. 
Tuba Ensemble, Forjl Hall Audi-
torium, 8:15p.m. · 
I.C. Republicans Weekly Meeting, 
Friends 203, 8:30p.m. 
SchoolofMusic,Hopper For Hire 
Radio Drama, Hoerner Theater, 
9p.m. 
Friday, 
April 10 
SAB FilmspresentsBugsy, Textor 
102, 6&9p.m. PCanh'shCl o8ucilMeeting,LaubRoom, West Tower Hall Council Dating 
ape , p.m. Game, Pub/Coffeehouse,Campus 
General 
Announcements 
Centennial Program: Ithaca B Center, 8p.m. 
Alumni, Jazz Workshop, and ureau of Concerts Meeting, Th SAB Dance-A-Thon TBA DeMott R 8 e Handwerker Gallery presents: Orchestra,FordHallAuditoriwn, e ~m. p.m. SGA Congress Meeting North 
• Christopher· Columbus: From 
Residential Life Apartment Sign- 8:15p.m. Zeitgeist Meeting, Friends 202, Meeting Room, Campus Center, Genoa to The New World, through 
ups, Emerson Suites -------- 8:15p.m. S:ISp.m. April 11. 
Campus Life Committee Meeting, Sunday, Senior Recital, Jennifer LentenCommunalPenanceService The Roy H. Park· School of Com-
North Meeting Room, 8a.m. April 12 Gottesman, voice , Ford Hall Au- Muller Chapel, 9p.m. ' munications Photography Gallery 
Visiting Multicultural Fellow Pro- ditorium,S:lSp.m. AGESocietyMeeting,Friends204, Presents Portraits of Women and 
gram 'Breakfast, DeMotte Room, Catholic Community Palm Sun- Residential Life Quads Meeting, S:l5-9:15p.m. Girl~.throughA.pril'12 
8a.m. day Mass, Chapel, 10:15a.m., Room 110, Campus Center, Faculty Recital, Linda Case and · Thelthacanis·nowacceptingappli-
Academic Policy Committee Sub- lp.m., and 9p.m. s:3op.m. · -- Debra Moree, Violin and Viola cations for I.he suma:nerpublication 
committee Meeting, Conference Protestant Community Palm Sun- Oracle Societ~ Ice Cream Social, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15p.m. ,'_. -~f-~e Ithacan, in Park room 269. 
- .... - ..... ·- .. ~. ~ ...... 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT 
Music school takes Manhattan 
Performers invade 
Lincoln Center. 
By Kelly Rohrer 
NEW YORK--The parking lot behind Ford 
Hall was more alive than usual for an early 
Saturday morning. 
At 9 a.m.. after a large moving truck 
finished transporting instruments and 
equipment, the first tour bus pulled in to 
board the anxiously waiting music school 
students. · 
After picking up lunches and handing in 
music folders, the choir members, laden with 
pillows and garment bags, boarded their re-
spective buses. By 10 a.m., three Orchestra 
buses and the Wind Ensemble bus, had en-
tered Ithaca College for the performers to 
board. After carefully placing their instru-
ments on the racks above their seats, cross-
word puzzles and· walkmans quickly ap-
peared. 
lthacan/T or Seemann 
The Wind Ensemble under the direction of Rodney Winther, performed last Saturday April 4 at Allee Tully Hall In the Lincoln 
Center du_rlng their trip to New York City. After the buses got underway, the nonnal 
hum of music school_ gossip and friendly 
hellos created a jovial atmosphere. General 
chatter won out over a suggestion to begin 
"99 Bottles of Beer on the Wall." Toe at-
mosphere was one of a high school field trip, 
until one female exclaimed "Wow, we have 
a concert tonight" and her friend replied, "At 
Lincoln Center, no less." · 
Toe orchestra members hopped back onto 
the buses and the mood once again became 
subdued, with some light banter. Except for 
a male student who fell asleep, most every-
one stayed awake, but silent, for the rest of 
the trip. . 
By the time the buses approached East 
Rutherford,N.J. an hour later, many students 
were anxiously waiting to see skyscrapers in 
the distance. "I thought it would looJc a lot 
different," a female student said when she 
finally saw the foggy skyline. 
golden Omni Park _Central Hotel. Rumors 
that bellhops charged $8 per bag caused the 
performers to cringe. · 
However, the hotel treated the large mass 
somewhat differently. 
"We have to walk through the regular 
doors instead of the revolving doors," Carrie 
Finney, orchestra, joked. "No one is begging 
to take my bags or kiss my feet I wish they 
would. I'm important, too." 
greeted by an official sign with the Ithaca 
College Centennial logo for the Lincoln 
Center concen. 
"It was very exciting to see the poster in 
front of Lincoln Center and see that you were 
a part of a performance at Lincoln Center," 
Allison Kreiling, oboeis~ said. 
Eachgroupwasallocateditsownrehearsal 
room where they could leave their instrument 
cases and other belongings and warm up 
individually prior to their group rehearsal. 
Deborah Pincus took advantage of the time to 
call her parents and make arrangements to 
meet them after the concert. 
Toe buses quieted down as students fell 
asleep or listened to music. Around 12:50, the 
orchestra.bus invaded a rest stop in Delaw~e 
Water Gap, NJ. Since New York City was 
only an hour and a half away, the students 
finally began to show their excitement. 
"You can look down the street and see all 
the buildings," one student said excitedly as 
the bus pulled out of the Lincoln '.funnel. 
"You just can't get that in Ithaca." 
As soon as the students received their 
room keys and room assignments, they un-
loaded their bags and headed out to the city to 
spend their money and sightsee before re-
hearsal at Alice Tully Hall. "It's a great opportunity to be playing in a 
very protessional situation and playing some 
awesome music that's challenging," bassist 
Jason Violette said, while loitering outside. 
The -buses drove down 56th street in 
Manhattan and pulled up in front of the 
Around 4:50, the buses returned to the 
hotel to whisk the IC students to Tu1Jy Han.-
Arriving at Lincoln Center, the students were 
'"It feels like I'm famous now," Pincus .. 
said. 'Tm not nervous, but I might be when 
I get out there. I'm more honored than ner-
See "Students," page 16 
-New·Yo-rk 
. .: - -·· - -
_stories· 
Whenever 175·, : · 
col{ege stu~ents . 
are let loose in New 
Yo.rk _son:i_ethilig is 
bound to happen~ . 
•Threewoman me·etthe head 
ot •Jhe Dolls" and singarfrom 
iheMet. .... . · 
· · Elizabeth Sklarz; -Jen 
· Niichen_· and Jann. Ander.;oo,.' 
.orc~estra, '.got_ autograph~-
_· from Buster Poindexter. lead 
singer/comic of ."The_ = New 
·.York Dotts.-: Since tbey .were 
·· _ m·us~ans. :_poindmeCtold· .·· 
·. ',them- ~tjav•music is re~ly _·a,' 
· :·speciat~tt,QrJically.tha_man 
. :'who,rf:)ha.girJs.·,asked, about . 
_._:-ih~@r.f~ettumed.:oµrt~be ' 
· :·:a's1~~.tw~~the-~ttopoltta~ (.)'.tJt:[~z-,i·I~:1:·.;~t~--
. ,aiacl~bin<?r"'1'.-"ic:h vfflage. · 
-. : .. __ ', ChiisG~owalUwinden:-
, , sembfe1· iand-· arvan : Cla*''. 
. :·ofdi•t. oul:sea "McCoy: 
· -.11 ----,{al· ~·au iaiiist . 
: ,~l=vuT99·e·vari~c1u~-~-: -·· -
. . • p~~n·:~i~~-n--~~ :fu~ s~ht of 
· an illegahiol.inist-from Ithaca 
· College.- _ · · . . , 
·When-. Max Buckholtz 
hearth groµp·()f young chil-
·. : dreri. playing Eine. Klein Nach 
.- Musik~ Jle.was so. lmpressed · 
·;' that.he took out his violin and 
·,: . began to ·sernade .a. cro.VJd. of 
· onlookers.-·"lhere ·was' this 
· ho,ll'ielesuady. that kept 
watching ·'me :and so .1 gave 
-· hersome:ofthtfmoney Jwas 
. given;~ Ha made around $23 
' before ·he was kicked· out for 
'riot. h4lving'a permit. 
- .. , ·, .: . ' 
The minds behind the music 
Two IC professors compose works for centennial 
By Kelly Rohrer to speak to that in terms of all the thoughts did not focus "on the long cation and they always sound ex-
Da11a Wilson and Gregory hard work that has gone on so far. history [of Ithaca College] and its tremely festiv.e. Since it is the 100 
Woodward, current professors of It'salsoacelebrationofwherewe leading figures, nor on physical yearcelebration,Iwantedtohavea 
composition in the School of Mu- are today a hundred years later," growth, nor on the thousands of festive, bright sound." 
sic, were chosen by the Centennial Wilson said. students who have passed through A fanfare opens and closes in E 
planning committee to commission In keeping with this philosophy, its doors, but instead on the indi- flat major because "it is typical for 
works for IC's Centennial Cel- Wilson said he wrote the work vidualstudent,oneachofthethou- heroicmomentstohavethatkey." 
ebration. primarily with _the Ithaca College sands as they made their often tenu- The movements that make up the 
Both pieces were written to de- Orchestra in mind. Wilson said, "I ous and exciting way through their piece, "cprious, unconvinced" and 
_ pict a type of growth and journey wanted to write something to show college years." "onward, speeding slowly, surely 
not only musically but in the mes- offits strengths. I wanted itto be in According to Woodward, this bettering" describe "the various 
sages intended by the composer. their reach but also something they idea took almost nine months to stages of one possible college pas-
Wilson (b.1946) could work towards." form in his mind while he worked sage and symbolically depicts the 
According to Wilson's program Wilson, received degrees· from on another project. After that, it gradual flowering of an individual 
notes, "A celebration serves· to ______________________ ready to state, notinyouthfulboast-
recognize both what has been "A celebration serves to recognize both what has ingbutwithmaturedetermination; 
:~!~v:;.cttoan:e ~hf!'!e~~t ~ been achieved and the effort that has gone into the ~~~!~~nefartheSl?Forlwould 
wordreachisverycurious,inthatit achievement." When Woodward was deciding 
descn'bes both the effort in striving -Dana Wilson on these ideas, he wanted to find a 
toward a goal, as in reach as high as professor of composition, School of Music poem, possibly from the turn of the possible, and· the attainment of a ______ ...;.._________________ century, to base the title on. He 
goal as in reach the shore." _ Bowdoin College, and the Univer- only took him three weeks of in- chose this Walt Whitman title since 
Wilson wanted to create a piece sity of Connecticut, and holds a tenSe composing to P.roduce the fi- "It was exactly what the piece is 
that did just thaL "This piece is doctorate from the Eastman School na1 product about;- journeys through life." 
always rhythmic even in the slow of Music. ..I first wanted to write about Similar to Wilson's piece, 
sections. It basically starts low and He is active as a composer, jazz W. Grant Egben to pay homage to Woodwardsshows"studentgrowth 
builds back again and then it goes pianist, clinician, and conductor him. He was 25 years old when he and reaching for goals. It's a pas-
backdownandbuildsbackupagain. with many commissioned works came to Ithaca to start this conser- sage of growth and the second title 
This gives the impression of and grants to his credit. vatory in the middle of nowhere. I really expresses this." 
reachingorstrivingtoattain,andat His work "Piece of Mind" won got more into the individual and I Woodward holds degrees in 
the end, it gets much lower." the 1987 Sudler International Wind looked at what Egben created, this composition from the University of 
These ascending, reaching lines Band Composition Competition and place where an individual could Connecticut and Ithaca College, as 
drivethepieceforwardandineffect the 1988 American Bandmasters ·. come." well as the doctor of musical arts 
shows how the music is . Association/Ostwald Composition In order to express this musi- degree from Cornell University, 
"simultaneously striving and at- Contest He is a Charles A. Dana cally, Woodward looked closely at where he studied with Karel Husa. 
taining, sometimes with pain and Fellow at Ithaca College; and a fel- the ensemble he was writing for. "I Woodward had received grants 
difficulty, sometimes with great low at the .Society for Humanities, was asked which ensemble that I and commissioris from numerous 
joy." . . Cornell University. would like to write for and I knew organizations. Woodward also has 
Wilson titled his orchestral piece Woodward (b. 1954) the Ithaca Brass Quartet are excel- composed extensively for the stage 
"Reach" because it's a centennial In composing his work, " .. .for I lent from hearing them at com- with several arrangements and 
celebration. "I wanted so~_ething w~uld go_ farther,'.' 'Yoodward's mencement and -freshman convo- scores to his credit 
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Playing for two: Two concert perforrilers ·world premiere composition and·expos~ new listeners_ 
By Kelly Rohrer 
Although the program only listed 
14 names,there were~tuallycloser 
to 16 people present on the stage 
during the faculty chamber 
orchestta's performance. 
Two out of the four women in 
the ensemble were pregnant 
Linda Case, professor of violin 
and Lee Goodhew, professor of 
bassoon, both performed in the New 
York City concert while pregnant 
Case, who is due to deliver'her 
first child July 4, and Goodhew, · 
who is in her third trimester and due 
April25,have been comparing notes 
as to what their experience of per-
forming and teaching in the School 
of Music has been like. 
"Ms. Caseandlhavetallcedabout 
how the babies react to different 
music. She [Lee's baby] loved 
Marian McPartland playing the pi-
ano, but she does not like drums," 
Goodhew said. "If they don't like 
it, they jump around. They seem 
agitated. We don't know this for a 
fact, but it feels like that io us." 
"There's no way of knowing-
what type of music the baby likes 
but when the brass starts out; it 
becomes active but then there's 
nothing," Case said. 
Generally, the performers said 
that beingpregnanthasnotseriously 
altered theirperformancequalityor 
ability. According to Goodhew, 
playing the bassoon was not as 
difficult as she thought it might be. 
"I was really lucky because my 
baby is so low and it did not affect 
my breathing. But I know women 
who have had to relearn how to 
breath," Goodhew said. "She's 
never been a problem for me on 
stage. I just get my husband to carry 
my instrument on stage for me." 
Since Case plays the violin _she 
doesn't "have the problem with 
breathing," she said. "Just not try-
ing to be in the way of my bow can 
be difficult. But I planned my last 
month and a half of my pregnancy 
so that I'm not doing any concerts. 
"It's hard just keeping up with 
all the hours of practice and re-
hearsals on top of that. I'm so tired 
afterwards and sometimes I just 
want to sit down. At the end of a 
pregnancy, your joints start to 
soften. Ijustdon'thave the strength 
to hold the instrument." 
Ironically enough, an obste-
trician at the clinic both Case and 
Goodhew attend in Ithaca is the 
daughter of Karel Husa, the com-
poser 'of the piece Cayuga Lake have it all," Case said. _ 
(Memories) "which the Faculty_ · · Case, who also perforll)s witJ 
Chamber Orchestta performed in the _Cayugan Chamber ~hestrc 
New York. "She was planning to be' said that atone time, there were fiv 
there [to·see her father] but appar- women who were pregnant and sti 
ently she wasn't," Goodhew said. playing. · · . 
Goodhew did have her friend "l'veknownwomenwhoplaye 
Charles McCracken, a New York up until their water broke, and wh 
City freelancer and fellow bassonist have done a job two days after the 
on hand just in case anything hap- due date," Goodhew said: "If ye 
pened. "And his daughter . have the ability and the mental c. 
[McCracken's] has the same name pacity, you do what you can do. 
as mine will be named/' Goodhew feel its a' good example for .futw 
said her child will be a girl and she generations of all woman. You don 
will be named Gracie. have to stop being active unless yo 
~oth women said they have the want to." 
potential to be rol,e models for According to Goodhew, "M: 
generationstocome. "Ineversawa baby liked the whole concert. M: 
pregnant faculty member or in an daughter's made her debut at Lin 
orchestra when I was in school. I coin Center." Goodhew said sht 
think it's a wonderful role model to was glad that her daughter did 001 
be a mother and a professional. I make her debut during the concert 
Students--------------------------------
continued from page 13 
vous." 
Around 6 p.m. in the smaJJ choir 
room, the singers finished warming 
upas the temperatures soared in the 
room. Here, Michelle Hiler good-
naturedly complained that she and 
her friendJennif er Wells were ''hot, 
tired and hungry." 
The Orchestra experienced a 
similar situation. The room was 
extremely cramped, which made it 
very difficult to warm up their in-
struments. 
Some students decided to sit in 
the stairwell outside the room to 
escape the congested ~way. As 
they were called on stage, one per-
former stated "I'm not nervous yet, 
since it's just a rehearsal--but it 
depends on if I hit the notes." 
After the Choir finished re-
hearsing, the Orchestra assembled 
on stage. Some of the Wind En-
sembleperformersstoodbackstage, 
either watching the orchestta or 
catching the Dulce and Indiana 
basketballgameonthestagecrew's 
television. · 
Sonja Branch, percussionist, 
caJmly read The New York Times 
that was lying on top of a piano 
backstage. She felt it was too early 
to be nervous. "If you get nervous, 
then everything just goes by and 
you don't remember ·it Stay calm 
andcoolandyou'llrememberitall-
-I hope. Besides, I have to keep my 
mind on setting up the percussion 
stuff and there is a lot to do." 
"It's been a little hectic with all 
the rehearsals and the bus, "Rebecca 
Armstrong, oboeist, said. "But I've 
never played in a really big place 
before so its really exciting. It will 
be an incredible feeling being on 
stage 10 front of ~I those people," 
When the groups finished re-
hearsing, the students returned to 
their .rehearsal rooms to wait for 
their cue, which occurred around 
7:55p.m. 
The Orchestra was first to per- -
form. Erin Whelan, cellist, thought 
the performance went really well. 
"When we. were walking up the 
stairs, I just kept thinking of all the 
famous people who had played on 
this stage and it was really unbe-
lievable. Just walking around· 
backstage and seeing all the lights 
was really great," Whelan said. 
The Wind Ensemble performed 
just prior to the intermission. Rossi, assistant dean of theSchool 
"It was a magnificent musical ex- of Music, said: ''I felt all of the 
perience.Ifeelthatourperformance · students approached the perfor-
level peaked at Alice Tully Hall," mance with a very professional at-
Aaron Lewis, lruf!lpet player, said. titudeand were very excited. I think 
The choir did not perform until everyone feels relieved that we are 
the second half of the concert. "I through it, but we have four more 
thought the Choir did a wonderful [concerts] to go." 
job. I'm very proud," Lynelle Theconcertendedaround 10:20 
Ponton, alto, said. "This is the third -p.m. Most of the students either 
time I've been to Lincoln Center - took the bus back to the hotel or 
and it was so great to sing with my went out to explore the sights and 
collegechoirthistime."Pontonhad sounds of the city as soon as their -
performed there_ twice previously performance was oyer. 
with her high school choir. "It was a great opportunity to 
Theadministrationwasalsovery celebrate the centennial. I was 
pleased with the performance IC grateful for the opportunity· to per-
students gave its audience. form at Alice Tully Hall and grate-
"I thought it was a tremendous ful to Ithaca College for including 
weekend. All of the groups played us in the celebration," Andy Beck, 
at their very highest levels," Jamal tenor, said. 
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Behind the scenes 
,, .................. ,.,..,.,1,. 
Microsoft 
Windows3.1 
Premieres 
_· April 16th 
At the 
Computing 
Center 
w Windows 3.1 is the next step up in the 
PC Windows environment 
" More power and speed - a foundation 
for current and new PC applications 
" Free demos, training, and refreshments 
" Upgrade from Windows 3.0 at a 
special price 
a:r Two sessions, both April 16th; 
call 257-3524 to register 
JHECQMPUTING 
C E N T E R 
PUT OUR SERVICE SYSTEM TO WORK FOR YOU 
Lansing Village Place/ 2nd Entrance to Pyramid Mall 
15 Catherwood Rd./ 257~3524 / M - F 8:30 am· 5:30pm 
By Milissa Leavey 
· Mystery, special effects and 
music will only be some of the 
highlights of Ithaca's Hopper For 
Hire. 
Starting next week in 
Dillingham ·s Hoerner Theatre, 
Hopper For Hire is a live radio 
show, where the audience actually 
sees the performance and the spe-
cial effects being done and hears 
the orchestra in a live performance 
·of a 1940s-style radio show. 
"The show itself is based on 
Raymond Chandler, of whom is a 
prime exponent in Noir fiction. He 
is the greatestNoir writer of novels, 
focusing on private detectives," Ben 
Crane, writer-producer-director, 
professor in the communications 
school, said. "Raymond Chandler 
is the absolute mastercraftsman of 
form, with motion pictures such as, 
Big Sleep and all of his novels." 
"The idea is created to bring the 
traditional radio show into a com-
plex production, focusing in on the 
1948 genre of entenainment with 
the music, special effects and act-
ing," Crane said. "It also celebrates 
Ithaca's Centennial year, which ties 
in the old radio station ITJ, which is 
nowWICB-FM,andbringstogether 
schools such as communications, 
TV/R, and music." 
"The music for 'Hopper for Hire' 
is a cloak and dagger theme, with a 
style of mystery and genre from the 
1940s and 1950s," Peter Rothbart, 
associate producer, composer and 
conductor and professor in the 
School of Music, said. 
"The music is brought to the 
audience by a studio orchestra, the 
Ithaca College string orchestra with 
a jazz combo which I created. The 
music was composed on the com-
puter with the live players per-
forming the numbers, as some 
writers use pen and paper, I used the 
computer to create the music," 
Rothbart said. 
"It is the largest endeavor of this 
kind, very professional and very 
challenging with the string players 
learning jazz and the jazz players 
learning string. It is all new to me 
and immensely rewarding" 
"The show itself is a spoof of 
mysteries from the 1940s, and I 
myself am sort of the Lauren Bacall 
character in this particular murder 
mystery. I set the wheel in motion, 
I go to the private eye and I also add 
romance to the show," Sheree 
Gal pert, lecturer in the Park School 
of Communications, said. "It is a 
fun event with a clever script, ter-
rific cast and a good opportunity to 
experience if you haven't already 
seen or heard a live radio show." 
With everyone's busy schedule, 
the whole cast has been working 
extremely hard to bring this pro-
duction to Ithaca. 
"I wanted to be a part of'Hopper 
For Hire' because I have done some 
radio shows, radio commercials and 
radio theatre, but this gives the au-
dience a good look on how they 
werecreated,"Galpertsaid. "Along 
with myself, the other cast mem-
bers have done quite a bit of radio 
work,and various play experiences. 
Though I have never done some-
thing quite like this, it interested me 
because it is live on stage with an 
audience." 
The show is sending out a theme 
of entenainment, because commu-
nication through radio started in the 
1940s, and radio was established 
before television. This show brings 
a live radio show with all of the 
effects that audiences never see. 
"The show is full of sound ef-
fects, a crew and actors who are 
always working overtime to bring 
the audience something to show 
how all of their work payed off," 
Katina Stergak:os, assistant pro-
ducer, said. 
Though radio shows have been 
done here before, this is one of the 
most complex the crew has been 
working on. 
"Everyone should come out and 
see th is, bring your friends for a free 
evening of the most incredible thing 
they will ever see. It is educating, 
very interesting and very enter-
taining," Crane said. 
"Hopper for Hire" runs April 15 
and I 6, at 8 p.m., in Hoerner The-
atre of Dillingham. Admission is 
free. It will also run in October.for 
Parents' Weekend. 
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• BBQ Pork Ribs & Chicken eMarinated Steaks •Seafood• 
, Wings• Sandwiches and our Belly Bustin' Salad Bar 
In touch with the public 
All you can eat salad bar featuring peel & eat shrimp, picnic 
salads, soup and chili. 
Price also includes draft beer & saµgJ"ia. 
257-1122 ~=· '-.). 
____ __, \ C.iyuga Mall I.__. 
·~~~k~ob *Jr-~ii g oi [ 
'---...--.... ~ Inn ti ; \ , Pyra~id ! 
Sv:.,c:.\ , Ma I :c 
Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Now Accepting Reservations for Graduation Weekend 
Did you know 
that you're eligible for big 
discounts on software? 
Call Patricia Menotti 315-253-5951 or Chris Gervais 256-8726. 
College students, faculty and a~inistration only. Proof required. 
See the new Apple~ Macintosh~ Powerbook'" 
portable computer at MacFesr April 1311, 
~nd 2711, from 10am-2pm at the Campus 
Ce~ter. Macintosh power with o(,)tebook 
convenience and all-in-one design! 
:,Yi.~·. . •: , . C Mi-Iii ·. . . Audaized , 
:; :' Conn'ecting·Point:2ll Eduration Sales Consultant 
· · COMPUltR CENTERS · 
~. . . , 
.; Apple, Macililosh and the Appia logo are registered trademarks of Appia Computer Inc. Powerbook is a 
:. , _ trad~l'k-ol-Appla-Oofflputer-l11c. MacFest is a registered seNica mark ol Apple Computer Inc.' 
By Chris Gervais 
A main tenet of poetry is com-
mnnicatlng a feeling lo the reader. 
Next week, Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning poet Gwendolyn Brooks will 
personalize her work to the public 
in a reading and workshop. Brooks 
will appear at IC courtesy of the 
centennial year's Writing Program 
Lecture Series. 
In 1951,BrookswonthePulitzer 
Prize for her poem, "Annie Allen," 
and received attention for her work 
entitled "In The Mecca." 
Brooks was the first African-
American writer to ever win the 
award. Her career has spanned more 
than 40 years and has produced 
dozens of books of poetry along 
with serving as the poet laureate of 
Illinois for 25 years. 
Part of Brooks' task is to realis-
tically portray African-American 
life and contribute to the women's 
rights movement. 
"Her poetry is not political ... [it 
portrays] strong, independent 
women," Sally Parr, writing pro-
fessor, said. "Her poetry has 
changed through her career, in the 
1960s she discovered her blackness 
and worked on new and more ex-
• Forei~ & Domestic Wine Varieties 
• Specials on cases of wine 
• Low prices on a variety of liquors 
v,,.,,.,u,.11.,-.io.,,.,.,fl..,..,, 
THE BEST 
126 S. Cayuga St. "next to The Ritz" 272~-4_7_84_--i 
perimental poetry." 
"Brooks is strong, independent 
and kind, a wonderful role model," 
Parr said. , 
In 1988, the National Women's 
Hall of Fame inducted her for 
acheivements that were also recog-
nized in "Uncommon Lives: Five 
Extraordinary Women in the Arts," 
a seminar held atRockford College. 
Brooks will be giving her read-
ing Tuesday, April 14 at 8 p.m. in 
the Emerson Suites in Phillips Hall. 
A reception and book signing will 
follow at 9:30 p.m. Both events are 
free and open to the public. 
~--\ We can help 
'11 ~- · you find 
MONEY 
FOR 
COLLEGE 
Every s·tudent is Eligible 
for Financial Aid 
• CQ,:Dp:'!'b-lve Dailabuo.- over 200,000 
Ji~ n,present over $10 billion in private 
oeiiloi" financiiu aid. 
::' .. · .,' ' 
• EtilwTo Ueo- we mat.ch up atudents Lo 
e-ir'Jtfda baaed on infonnation provided 
~feca~!'I' plane, family herit.age, 
- m1c 1ntereot.a. 
--1:w: ~ 
• Uiilquo Awarda :·our reBellrch department 
hatt located scholarships for golf caddies, 
left-handed students, chcerlcadete, non· 
smokers, and more, 
• Guarantco - we will find at least aeuen 
sources of private sector financial aid, or 
we will refund your money. . 
For more information and 
ou~ FREE brochure, 
please complete and mail 
the coupon below. 
Please send FREE scholar-
ship information to: 
I Name: Addras: ________ _ 
I Clty::-----Slate:-Zlp:-1 I Year In School: 
Phone:( )-· -------1 Mall to: COLLEGE FUND FINDERS I 
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Movie ;Listings. for April 9-15 
STATE THEATRE Sleepwalkers- Fri. at 4:30, 7:30, 
Skating to the heart 
phone 273-2781 
My Cousin Vinnie- Fri. at 7:15, 
9:30; Sat.-Thurs. at 1:30, 7:15, 
9:30 
Femgully•The Last Rain Forest-
Fri. at 7;15, 8:45; Sat-Thurs. at 
1 :30, 7:15, 8:45 
CINEMA POLIS 
phone 277-6115 
Inner Clrcle- Daily at 7, 9:40 
Mississippi Masalla-- Daliy at 
7:15, 9:40 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Basic Instinct- Fri. at 4, 6:45, 
9:30; Sat.-Thurs. at,, 4, 6:45, 9:30 
White Men can't Jump- Fri. at 
4:10, 6:55, 9:20; Sat-Thurs. at 
1 :30, 4:10, 6:55, 9:20 
Beethoven- Fri. at 3:40, 6:30, 
8:30; Sat.-Thurs. at 12, 3:40, 6:30, 
8:30 
Wayne's World·· Fri. at 2, 620, 
10:10;Sat.-Thurs. at 12, 2, 6:30, 
10:10 
Straight Talk-- Fri. at 4:15, 7:40, 
10; Sat.-Thurs. at 2, 4:15, 7:40, 10 
The Cutting Edge-- Fri. at 3:50, 
8:20, 10:15; Sat.-Thurs. at 1:45, 
3:50, 8:20, 10:15 
Rock-a·DOOdle- Sat-Thurs. at 
noon 
Newsles-- Fri. at 4, 7, 9:50; Sat.-
ihurs. at 12:45, 4, 7, 9:50 
9:45; Sat.-Thurs. 1:40, 4:30, 7:30, 
9:45 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Fried G~n Tomatoes-- Daily at 7, 
9:35 
Shadows and Fog- Daily at 7:15, 
9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 
4:40 
Kafka-- Daily at 7:15, 9:30; sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:30 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522· 
JFK- Thurs. at WSH, 9:30; Fri. at 
Uris, 7; Sat. at Uris, 9:45; Sun. at 
WSH,9:45 
My Father's Glory- Thurs. at 
WSH, 7; Sat. at Uris, 7:15 
The Rapture- Fri. at WSH, 9 
Pretty Woman- Fri. at Uris, 10:45; 
Sat. at WSH, midnight; 
Castle of Cagliostro-- Fri. at WSH, 
midnight; Sat. at WSH, 7; Sun. at 
WSH,4:30 
My Sky, My Home-- Sun. at WSH, 2 
The Manchurian Candidate-- Mon. 
alWSH, 9:30 
Intervals of Silence-- Sal at WSH, 
9:20 
Tinpfs Aun-- Tues. at WSH, 7:30 
Resident Allen-: Wed. at WSH, 7:50 
SAB WEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
Bugsy- Fri. & Sat at 6, 9; Sun. at 2 
lruth or Dare-- Sun. at 6, 9 
By Jeff Selingo and 
Scott D. Matthews 
The Cutting Edge will not be 
winning any academy awards next 
year. Many of the scenes could be 
cut and placed into other places 
without losing much of the plot 
·Despite this somewhat major 
drawback, this is a very entertain-
ing movie; one that the viewer can 
easily get caught up in. 
The movie follows the classic 
Hollywood formula of athletic · 
competitions and the eventual 
stardom of the underdog sportshero. 
It is well-acted with some funny 
moments. Superb sequences of 
figure skating are highlighted by a 
commanding music score. 
The plot is pretty predictable 
once the movie gets going. Doug 
Dorsey(D.B.Sweeney)isahockey 
starwhosecareerendsabruptly after 
an accident that causes him to lose 
his peripheral vision. 
After many rejections by NHL 
teams, he is contacted by a figure 
skating-coach to team up with tal· 
ented figure skater Kate Moseley 
(Moira KeJly). 
Kate's previous partners have 
not lasted long. They either can't 
keep up with her skating or can't 
handle her chilly personality. 
When her coach suggests that-
her partner before Doug needs a 
shower after a hard workout., Kate 
replies, "What he needs is a plane 
ticket home." · 
From there on, the movie turns 
into a combination of any Rocky 
movie and Moonlighting episode. 
The two new partners grow inlQ a 
cohesive unit and even become 
friends in the process. 
Their friendship grows, as does 
DELIVERY HOURS: 
Qtorner ~ . Sunday-Thursday Noon - 1:30 a.m. Friday & Saturday Noon-- 2:00 a.m. 
825 Danby Road _ 
Corner S. Aurora (96B) & Coddington 273-6006 
Movie 
Review 
The Cutting Edge 
The tthacan rates movies on a scale 
from 1 to to, wtth to being the best. 
their skill, until both come to a 
climactic head during this year's 
Olympic games in Albertville, 
France. 
The movie is carried by two 
strong points: theactingofSweeney 
and Kelly and the stellar filming 
job done on the skating' sequences. 
Sweeney seems comfortable in 
his role as Doug. He brings a 
happy-go-lucky exterior to the 
character, which conflicts contraSts 
nicely with the problems he has 
accepting the end of his career early 
in the movie. 
Doug is the type of character 
that the viewer takes an instant lik~ 
ing to. Sweeney handles the more 
dramatic moments competently, 
while still maintaining the humor-
ousslant that makes the movie even 
more enjoyable. 
Kelly is also believable as a 
spoiled brat who really is battling 
with deep emotions of guilt and 
unhappiness. 
There is a noticeabie change in 
Kate during the course of the movie 
and Kelly makes that transition 
believable. The character is hard to 
like early on, but her biting sarcasm 
· give the movie some of its most 
enjoyable moments. 
The imeraction between the two 
characters is the focal point of the 
story and the strongest part of the 
plot. The type of "will they/won't 
they" teaSing that the audience is 
subjected to keeps the viewer in-
volved in the movie. 
Both characters do a credible 
job of denying, their love through 
· their many encounters. Their con-
stant quibbling keeps the audience 
guessing as to whether or not they 
will get together.· _.. 
The movie is visually impres-
sive and well-shot. Elliot Davis, 
director of photography, and 
Michael Polakow, editor, provide 
many sterling figure skating scenes 
with excellent close-ups of skates 
slicing through the ice. 
· Combined with entire skating 
scenes, they make you feel like you 
are watching the gold medal round 
of the Olympics. Close-ups of Kelly 
and Sweeney during the skating 
programs are used, butnouoexcess. · 
The occasional skating shots 
serve to identify the characters with 
the skating, \Vithout making it obvi-
ous that the skating is peff onned by 
stunt doubles. 
The figure skating sequences are 
accented by the musical score of 
Patrick Williams. Like his brother 
John Williams, director of the Bos-
ton Pops, Patrick provides the usual 
stirring patriotic-type brass music 
that is most closely associated with 
the Olympics. 
The Cutting Edge will not chal-
lenge your mind, cause you to think, 
thrill you or keep you up nights. It 
is, however, a very enjoyable film. 
The fine acting perfonnances and 
exciting skating sequences keeps 
viewers glued to the screen. 
This is a movie that you can have 
fun at, and come to think of it, that's 
a good reason to go see it. 
SUE STUDENT 
1505 East Tower 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
625 W. Street 
NY, NY 10056 
r---~~-~--~-~-------~-~----------~-, 
I ONLY AT ROGAN'S! l Objective: To Win$100 
H,E8-.:J1U:A.11T.IA. I 
r I 1 Med. Pizza l I 2 Med. Pizzas I I 
I w/ one topping 4 1 6-oz. sodas I 
I 2 1 6-oz. sodas $9~95 I 
I $5.50 I 
I I 
. 
I 1 lg.Pizza I I 2 Lg. Pizzas I I w/ one topping 4 16-oz. sodas I I 2 16-oz. sodas $14.95 I I 
I $8.50 I I 
I 
I "1 
I 1 Med. Pizza 1 Lg. Pizza I I I 12 Chicken wings 24 _Chicken wings I I 
I 2 16-oz. sodas 41 &-oz. sodas I 
I $8.50 $·14.50 I 
I ! 
I I 
1 Try any of our Gourmet Pizzas 1 I at the low price of $6.95 (medium) or $8.9.S (large). I 
I - YOU MUST MENTION 1HIS AD WHEN ORDERING. I L~---------------------------~-----~ 
Always FREE delivery and FREE Pepsi 
with pizza! FREE delivery on subs and 
wings with a $6:00 minimum order. · 
16.J:>z. PEPSI and DIET PEPSI delivered 
50¢ each. 
WE GLADLY ACCFPT VISA 
ANDMAS'fFRCARDON 
AIL FOOD DELlVERIFS! 
What: 
Who: 
How: 
Where: 
When: 
Any Ithaca College Stud_ent 
Simply submit a good, clean 
copy of your resume 
Career Planning & Placement. 
1st Floor.of Gannett . 
274-)365 
Due by 5 p.m., April 24, 1992 
Why: Sample resumes of all formats are 
,needed for th~ 1992 - 1993 
academic year 
Why not: . -· No easier \\~ay to win $100 
Other Info:. Random drawing · . 
Resume content irrelevant · 
All Majo_rs Welcome 
100 BIG ONES! 
ril.9 1992 T ACAN 19 
FOrd Hall hosts -rour day music fest 
Alumni return Richard Graef '89; began his DannonMeader,founderofthe Diverse &Or celebratory solo career with the Chicago Sym- vocal jazz quintet "New York • think it is very fitting because they represent the contribution to wind 
literature that IC has," Winther said. 1 1 phony Orchestra at age 18. Presently Voices," hasperfmmed world-wide d 
Perf onnance he is assistant principal horn with and has recorded two albums with pl ece s an The Sunday concert will include separate performances by each of 
the IC bands. 
the Indianapolis Symphony Or- thequintetthat,accordingtoBrown, 
By Liz Gartner chesua: is "hot in the world of vocal jazz." band h1· story 
This weekend several notable Richard Menaul '76, currently A selection from his album, 
alumni will perform classical, vo- is on the faculty of Boston Univer- Hearts of Fire, will be performed. h • h} • ht According to Fonder, a multi-media program will feature a video 
to be shown in three IO minute 
segments tracing the history of 
modem bands and their history at 
Ithaca College. Other effects to be 
presented will include playing a 78 
rpm record of a work with a live 
performance succeeding. Chamber 
pieces will also be interdisperscd 
among audience members. 
cal and jazz as part of the continu- sity, and is a member of more than The third piece is a bossa-nova 1 g 1 g 
ing Cen_tennial Music Festival. one orchestra in the Boston area. (Brazilian rhythm) number entitled 
The concert will feature the Ron Menkis '81, is currently a "Somewhere Along the Way" and concerts 
Ithaca College Orchestra, conducted faculty member at two conservato- will feature alumnus trombonist Jay 
by Pamela Gearhart, and the Jazz ries, and is a member of the Boston Ashby '85. Ashby is an active per-
Workshop, under the direction of Symphony Orchestra. former in New York City. 
SteveBrown.Inaddition,therewill The four alumni, along with the The fourth number, "Uptown 
besoloandgroupperformancesby -orchestra, will perform a work by East," was written by alumnus 
several noted alumni. Robert Schumann. Chieli Minucci '81, arranged by 
Alumna soprano Patricia Craig "It is a wonderful piece," SteveBrown and was taken from 
'65, will open the concert with Gearhart, conductor of the arches- one of Minucci's recent albums. 
several selections. Craig debuted at tra, said. "We are lucky to have the The evening will conclude with 
theMetropolitanOperain 1978and opportunitytoperformit,especially a piece commissioned for the 
has since su~g 12 consecutive sea- with such distinguished soloists." centennial concert. Written by Steve 
sons as one of its principal artists. Upon· the completion of the Brown's brother, Ray Brown, this 
Craig will perform pieces from combined orchestra and horn per- work will feature the aforemen-
Adriana Lecouvreur, Le nozze di formance, the Jazz Workshop will tionedjazzalumni andalumnusJim 
I, FigTharo,OrcCarmeh n~an~11Susannah. ~eovferwh_ithhahseriebeesofjazzpiecesd, Hhynes1 '7ed8.HynBes,atrud mpetpdlayer, - e estra w1 accompany 1ouro w 1c ave n compose asp ay on roa way an now 
Craig in the last piece, an aria from or arranged by alumni. performs with several big bands as 
the opera Tosca. According to Steve Brown, pro- well as symphony orchestras. 
Following the Puccini selection, fessor of music and director of the Ray Brown '68, has worked as a 
the orchestra will accompany four jazz studies program, he decided to trumper player and arranger for 
alumni horn. players, all of whom feature the talents of several of'the many orchestras. He has written 
teach and/or perform in various more notable alumni to emphasize over40jazzcomposition_s,recorded 
areas across the country. the Centennial Celebration and several albums and currently is on 
"The alumni have been very bring attention to the accomplish- the faculty of Cabrillo College. 
successfulintheircareersthusfar," ments of the music school. "It is a special tribute when 
John Covert, professor of horn and "Not only are they good players, perf onners' alma maters invite them 
former teacher of all of the alwnni, but most of them are excellent ar- back to perform," Arthur Ostrander, 
said. "They are doing very well in rangers and composers as well," dean of the School of Music, said." 
the horn world." Brown said. I think it is a well-deserved recog-
John Fairfield '75, currently The jazz portion will open with nition and it is a chance for the 
serves on the faculty at the North- a piece "The Monster and the music students to emulate them as 
em Illinois University School of Flower" written by Claudio Rodi ti. role models." 
Music. In addition, he is principal AlumnusDannonMeaderarrangcd The concert will be held in Ford 
horn of the Chicago Sinfonietta and this particular work while he was a Hall on April 11 at 8: 15. Admission 
the Illinois Philharmonic. student at IC. is free. 
COME HOME FOR LENT! 
-,_ .. The Catholic Community of Ithaca Colle8e 
invites you lo come home for Lent by 
attending any C?r all of the followif18 Masses 
and/ or rervices: 
Palm Sunday Masses 
10:15 a.m., 1:00 p.m., 9:00 p.m. 
Weekend Masses 
Monday, Wednesday.Friday 
12-Noon 
Penance Service 
Tuesday, April 14 
9:00p.m. 
Holy Week Services 
Holy Thursday Mass 7:30 p.m. 
By Kelly Rohrer 
and Liz Gartner 
The Wind Ensemble, Concert 
Band and Symphonic Band will 
come together twice this weekend 
for events consisting of band mu-
sic, band music and more band 
music. 
The first event on Friday, titled 
"A Proud Heritage; An Enduring 
Legacy, will feature over 175 mu-
sic students in a number of pieces 
composed, arranged, and tran-
scribed for bands, and more spe-
cifically, the bands of Ithaca 
College. 
It [the evening] is a presentation 
of the most widely played and 
worthwhile band literature that's 
associated with IC," Mark Fonder, 
conductorof the Concert Band, said. 
According to Fonder, the con-
cert includes works that arc tran-
scriptions by fonner faculty mem-
ber Walter Beeler. Compositions 
will also be performed by Karel 
Husa, Warren Benson and Dana 
Wilson, all of whom composed 
works for the Lincoln Center pre-
miere concert. 
The Wind Ensemble, conducted 
by Rodney Winther, will perform 
"Piece of Mind" by Wilson and 
"Music for Prague 1968" by Husa."I 
"We appreciate the opportunity 
to showcase three bands of such a 
high artistic level. This is our chance 
to kind of show it off," Henry 
Neubert, directorof the Symphonic 
Band, said. "We believe that our 
wind program is eq~l in quality lO 
any university program in the 
country." 
"In general, I think that from my 
perspective as director of bands 
thesetwo concerts will show to ev-
eryone the quality of musicianship 
in all three performing groups and 
how most school's of music would 
be pleased to have one ensemble 
play at this level, let alone 
three,"Winther said. 
"The history of bands at IC is 
something that's recognized virtu-
ally across the U.S. and its an op-
portunity for those on campus to 
first hand the musicians who make 
this reputation possible," Winther 
said. 
Both concerts will be held in 
Ford Hall.The Friday conert will 
begin at 8: 15 p.m. The Sunday con-
cert will also begin at 3 p.m. 
I.C. SAILING 
C-LUB 
Spring 
Sailing Team 
Tuesday, 5:15 p.m. 
·,_\\ L i / --
Good Friday 
Veneration of the Cross 
& Communion Service 
12:05 p.m. & 3 p.m. 
Racing on Lasers and ll20's 
·, \. \ I : ~?·, ', 
--->· ~~_:_-- Easter Yi2i1 Mass 
Saturday 7:30 p.m. 
Easter Sunday Mass 
Easter Sunday 11 a.m. 
Emerson Suites 
All Masses/ 
Services held at 
Muller Chapel·-
-t1nless otherwise 
noted. 
comm.un1~v 
- Wetsuits Included 
- Free Daily Transportation 
- Practices We·ekda,ys 
- Races on Weeken-ds 
• - - ' 1- ._ •• 
INFO.RMATION MEET-ING 
Thurs,day ll:/9 
Smidd.y 111. 7 PM 
Or Call 
273 2560 
.,,,,,,,, __ ' 
... 
I:. 
4. ' 
t 
,,_ : 
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CLAS·SIFIED'S 
PERSONALS 
<l>E Committee, meeting Friday 
night! 
Inductions for new officers! 
... UNITE! 
Your cap~n & Number One. 
To the cast and crew of Up From 
Paradise-- Break a leg tonite! It 
will be Paradise! Love, 
Stephanie,Ranielle,Peggy and Sue 
Krissa and Kim, 
Hang in there. I miss you! 
Love, Amanda 
. Lucifer, Adam, Eve, Cain, Able, 
· Steph, Peg, Rani, Sue and all the 
Angels. 
Break a leg tonight! Thanks for all 
your love and support. -God 
PBear-
You really know how to lick the 
~:-eam off my noodle. I wish you 
would do it"more often! -B 
God-Best of luck tonight HUH-
NA Y! You're my sweet quince. 
Annul -Lucifer 
COURTNEYTENUTOTOVEL 
Let's talk about sex in a Pathfinder, 
until we use it up & wear it out like 
a prayer. Say hi to the Queen. It 
could happen. Not! We miss you. 
Love, The\\'. & Duncan 
Cast and crew of Up From Para-
dise-
Kickbutt tonight, OK? Relax, En-
joy it and SMILE! (Oh, but not you 
Jason) With much love, Jennifer 
.'NEW SISTERS OF ll<l>Z, 
\CONGRATULATIONS! 
,you FINALL y MADE IT! NO, 
YOU DON'_T HA VE TO WEAR 
PINK & GREY TOMORROW 
NlGHrl ,. AND SSF, US1 
FOR RENT 
ONE PERSON APARTMENT 
Downtown efficiency in top condi-
tion. Laundry, oarking. $350 in-
cludes. Available June or August 
273-4781. 
Springwood Townhomes, con-
temporary 1 & 2 bedroom, fire-
place, sunfilled interior, quiet, and 
private, Broker, 273-9300. 
Modern studio and 1 bedrooms, 
carpeted, furnished, nice yard, 
laundry center, walk to I.C., Bro-
~. 273-9300. 
Four Bedroom Cape Cod, brick 
fireplace, hardwood floors, formal 
LR, DR, eat-in kitchen, full base-
ment, laundry center, 2 car garage, 
Broker~ 273-9300. 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, large 4 
and 8 bedroom units, warm 
woodstoves/fireplaces, 1 1/2 and 4 
baths, furnished, free parking and 
walk to IC. Broker, 273-9300. 
N. Aurora St. 2-3 Bedroom Apt, 
furnished. Off street parking, heat 
included. Available Aug. 1st 1992 
Call 273-5370. 
South Hill· Prime Locations 
2 Houses for rent: first house is a 5-
6 bedroom. Second house is a 6-7 
bedroom house. All houses are fur-
nished with off-street parking. 
AvailableAug. lstl992--273-5370 
Unusual Contemporary Townhouse 
Available from June, July, or Au-
gust '92. 3 bedrooms, will 
accomodate 4 people. 2 baths, free 
heated garage, additional free park-
ing, sky-light entry, walled garden, 
covered balcony, pets allowed. 
Walk to IC, Cornell, Commons and 
all buses. Price from $1100 or $250 
per person. Call anytime, 257-7077. 
LUXURY TOWNHOUSES 
3 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths furnished 
townhouses on South Hill. Washer, 
dryer, microwave, hardwood floors, 
patio and parking. Available for 
June or August leases from S265 
per person. James E. Gardner, Jr. 
277-3232. 
Hillview 
2 & 3 bedroom furnished apart-
ments with covered parking, on-
site laundry, wall to wall caipeting, 
spacious rooms, large closets, on 
bus route, starting at $220 per per-
son. A GREAT LOCATION FOR 
IC.JamesE. Gardner.Jr. 277-3232. 
2, 3 4 and 5 bedroom Apartments 
Downtown, available June 1992, 
starting at $240/br plus utilities, 
274-3627, 272-1374 evenings & 
messages. 
East Hill-1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
apartments available for 92/93. An 
old mansion with nice woodwork, 
large rooms. Includes all utilities, 
parking available. Evenings and 
Weekends, 273-1654, 532-4767. 
Commons West 
Downtown,IthacaCommons:New 
studios, one, and two bedrooms in 
best full service elevator building. 
High ceilings, big rooms, huge 
windows. Luxury_ bath, eat-in 
kitchen, dishwasher, microwave, 
carpet,laundry. Bus_to IC.273-9462 
THE OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Ithaca Commons. Large, one and 
two bedrooms. New Furniture. Big 
windows facing Commons. Bus to 
IC at corner. 273-9462 
ITHACA COMMONS 
Above Resistance Hair Salon 
Large 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms. New 
furniture. Balcony. High ceilings. 
Bus to IC at corner. 273-9462. 
WHY TAKE 
A CHANCE? 
ONLY 3 JAMES ST. 
-TOWNHOUSES LEFT! 
4-BEDROOM 
$265/PP 
3-BEDROOM 
$280/PP 
ALL UNITS INCLUDE: NEW FURNITURE 
FREE PARKING, WASHER_S & DRYERS • 
CALL NICK @ 277-3133 9A-5P 
@ 273-0553 6P-1 OP. 
Picnic on a porch of your own! 
$765 includes heat and hot water! 
Large, three bedroom apartments. 
Nice neighborhood, downtown & 
on bus lirre. Evenings and Week-
ends, 273-1654, 532-4767. 
EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM 
STUDIOS on COMMONS 
New, very nicely furnished, dish-
washer, microwave, intercom/se-
curity, crupeted. From $475.00 in-
cluding heat.June & August leases. 
Call Cayuga Sunset 277-6961. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
Excellent condition with new de-
signer kitchen, spacious rooms, 
furnished, porch, free parking & 
laundry. Great location. $250/per-
son. Available June or August. 273-
4781 
TWO ROOMS FOR RENT!! 
Charles Street Apts. Great Location. 
Men or women looking for an 
apartment for the 1992-93 year, 
please call Dave (256-2424) or 
Samantha (256-8601). 
SUMMER SUBLET 
Circle Apartments, Immaculate, 5-
man, available May 18-Aug.18 
$175./mo. Michele 256-1044. 
3 bedroom apartment on 136 East 
Spencer St. for Summer Sublet. 
Walking di~tance to downtown, 
laundry, and busline. Call 256-5401 
for more info. 
Summer Sublet-2 bedrooms. In 
heart of the Commons above the 
Ironshop. Negotiable price. 
277-7904. 
SUBLET for June/July 1992. 217 
Prospect St. or 61 l E. State St. one 
bedroom, rent negotiable. Call 
Hillary 256-1829. 
1-2 large bedrooms.available in the 
College Circle apts. High ceilings, 
newly furnished and rent is nego-
tiable. Call Jen-256-1565. 
Summer Sublet 
3 bedroom house near back entrance 
to IC. Backyard, great view. Call 
272-4187. 
6 BEDROOM HOUSE Sublet for the Summer. Off-street 
South Hill. Very good condition. parking, near Commons, rent ne-
$275/bedroom. Available Aug. '92. gotiable. Cal1Meredithat256-1622. 
Jim-after 8 p.m. 275-1615 
EXCELLENT apartment for five 
or six people in owner-managed 
house. Furnished or unfurnished. 
Parking, yard. $1375.00/$1500.00. 
273-3003. 
Summer Sublet-2 bedroms avail-
able, College Circle Apt.furnished, 
free parking, inexpensive price: Call 
Eileen 256-1054. 
Summer Sublet-1-4 bedrooms. 
Great location, Hudson St near 
Commons. Dishwasher, phone, 
cable. Call 273-6337. 
ROOMMATES 
Are you looking for a housemate 
or have a spare room to fill? My 
roommate for next year isn't com-
ing back and I need a place to live. 
Call Miriam at 256-1622 or leave 
message. 
DELP!!! 
My roommate for next year 
isn't coming back! 
I need 1-2 people to look for and 
share an apartment Must be neat, 
clean and easy going. 256-1622 ask 
for Miiram or leave a message. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading, Presence. 502 Universtiy 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
PAPER CRUNCH TYPING 
Papers, Applications, Resumes, Etc. 
Cheap, Quick ~ Reliabie . 
Laserprinter/Macintosh 
Delivery 
Call 277-7583 
HEAD SHOTS 
Experienced photograhy by Kathy 
Morris. Ithaca Commons Studio. 
By appointment 277-5656. 
FOR SALE 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED 
89:MERCEDES ....................... $200 
86VW ........................................ $50 
Fo·ur bedroom house. Close to IC . 
Completely furnished. Laundry, 
parking. $265 plus utilities. Avail-
able August Deposit. 277-2568 JOB OPPORTUNITIES 87MERCEDES .................... : .. $400 
65 MUST ANG ......................... $50' A GREAT SELECTION 
of 3 & 4 BEDRQOM APART-
MENTS/ & HOUSES 
* IO or 12 mo. leases 
* DOWNTOWN and near 
$40,000/yr! .READ BOOKS and _Choosefromlhol:)S31ldsstarting$25. 
1V scripts~ Fiil out simple 'likei FREE 24 ~our Recording Reveals 
don't like' fonn. EASY! Fun, re- Details 801-379-2929 Copyright 
taxing at home, beach, vacations. #NY26KJC 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 -FO-R-SALE ____ 1_9_8_7 J_eep_W_ran_g-le-r CORNELL 
*CLEAN 
*PARKING 
Hour .Recording 801-379-2925 . Loredomodel,FULLYloaded,Sil: 
Copynght #NY26KEB ver w/ Black hard/soft New trans., 
* 24 Hour Maintenance Service 
* HEAT INCLUDED IN 
IHERE'S A JOB FOR YOO clutchandtires.$8700contact256-
SEVERAL LOCATIONS 
IN A SUMMER CAMP 2346. 
CALLC.S.P.MANAGEMENTfor 
more details 277-6961. 
CODDINGTON ROAD. 6 bed-
room house, four bedroom apart-
ment $270 per person. 272-0638 
Townhouse style duplex. Large, 3 
flr,3bedroomapt Wash/dry,deck, 
lawn, private. 3 mi. to IC. Call 
Tony at 272-4402. 
Four bedroom house on 146 
Coddington Road. Walking dis-
tance to IC. Spacious and clean, 
washer, dryer and dishwasher. 
Hardwood floors, quiet neighbor-
hood, beautiful end front porch ... 
garage and more. June or August 
Iease.SI lOOplus utilities. Call Ted 
272-6130. 
WHAT KIND OF HOUSING 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR? 
We'll find it in just 24 hours! 
At Housing Solutions-we've got 
the art of house-hunting down to a 
science. 
Housing Solutions 
103 Dryden Rd.•272-6091 
SUBLET 
The American Camping Associa-
~on (NY) will make your apelica-
tions avail, to over 300camps m the 
Northeast Exciting opportunities 
for college students and profes-
sionals. Positions avail: all land and 
water sports, kitchen, maintenance, 
artsandcrafts,drama,music,dance, 
nature, lripping,R.N.s, M.D.s, ath-
.letic, waterfront, and boating di-
rectors. Benefits may include col-
lege credit, travel expenses. Expe-
rience or certification not necessar-
ily required. CALL OR WRITE 
FOR - APPLICATION. 
AMERICANTCAMPING ASSO-
CIATION, 12 West 31st Street, 
NewYork,N.Y.10001, 1-800-777-
CAMP. 
SUMMER JOBS 
· $9. IO/hr. or commission. Advertis-
ing sales. Sales experience helpful 
but not necessary. Training· pro-
vided. Work close to Ithaca. Car 
recommended. Call Steve Gorman 
at (800) 462-0262 for details & 
application. 
METRO MARKETING GROUP 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/ 
month. Free transponation! Room-
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary. Milk.or&:. 
Dlilk. Foremploymentprogramcall 
1-206-545-4155 ext 1692. 
Summer Sublet-Circle Apts. 1-5 Looking fm a great summer job?!? 
bedrooms, free parking, free gar- , Florida Job Q.pportunity Rel)QJ't . 
bage removal, phone already in- Ao· fH ·ta1· · 
stalled Call 273-6337 irecto~ 0 osp~ .1ty Industry 
· · · employers,Jobdescnpbons, wages 
Summer Su.,let and housing. Lists Atttaclions Re~ 
1, 2 or 3 bdrm. Bottom of Hudson sort Hotels, Cruise Ships, sunimer 
St VeryClosetoDowntown,$175, Camps, and more! For yom copy 
(Negotiable) (Includes }\0) send $8.95 to Career Researc;I] 
256-3717 Drwm.7226 W. Colonial Di: .• Suite 
249~ Orlando, FL, 32818 .. 
NOTICES. 
STUDY ABROAD IN 
AUSTRALIA 
Information on semester, year, 
graduate~ summer and internship 
programs in Perth, Townsville, 
Sydney, and Melbourne. 
Programs start at $3520. 
Call 1-800-878-3696. 
AVAILABLE GRADUATION/ 
ALUMNI WEEK 
TWO BEDROOM LAKEFRONT 
COIT AGE, SLEEPS FIVE, IO 
MINS FROM c~us, COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED, WOOD 
BURNING FIREPLACE, PRI-
VATE BEACH/DOCK. (607) 533-
4012 
AD?P'I'ION. Warm, lovmg, pro-
fessional couple looking for a baby 
to love and cherish. Can offer your 
baby wonderful 1:tome filled with 
music/warmth, strong family life/ 
values, quality education, full-time 
mom. We are easy to talk with. 
Legal/confidential. Allowable ex-
penses paid. 
Call Nancy collect 919-942-9666. 
Oscar Winners & Nomine_es 
Now Showing"' 
S!lence of the Lambs ,· ••• 
Fisher King 
Thelma and Louise 
Boyz in the HQOd 
City Slickers 
Rambling Rose 
Tenninator 2 
COLLEGETOWN VIDEO 
103 DRYPEl~f '·. ;~ :: , 
JUS'r 
~ IT.' 
S\.\t.'S MM) 'i3'c.Cf>.\lS'c I 
BROKE 1-\'c.R COl>E _ 
~O\J J\l'::,T O.~T Th\.\:. 
To /l.l{IM/1.\.S f\~OOT 
1\-\ES't. T\\\~G'5. 
I ~1 tl'-lO't-1 'tU\\C\.\ \":, WORSE 
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contmued from back page . alumni team.Jackson hasbeen playing in the he enjoys playing basketball. The Harlem Knightswonthedouble-dutch 
Johnson, a graduate of Ithaca College, BBB tournament since he graduated. ALS spokesperson Nancy Maldonado, contesL The· foursome of Asia Samuels, 
organized this year's alumni team. He said "I'll keep playing as long as I can play," -who led in.the organization of the weekend, Ebony Saunders, Pamela Saunders and six-
that basically the same players participate Jackson said. He said he returns every year said that sh~was pleased with the outcome of year old Ali~ia Saunders dazzled the crowd 
each year if they do not have any conflicting for the camaraderie and togetherness. BBB tournament this year. with their ability. 
obligations at the time. He said that togetherness, especially im- "A lot of work was put into it and we got "It's just something that we know how to 
As for this year's team, Johnson said they portant to the minorities at Ithaca College, is what we .were looking for." According to do," Samuels said. _ 
had an addition of two new players. key. According to Jackson, "[BBB is] some- Maldonado this year's BBB tournament was The tandem lives in Owego, and heard 
According to Johnson, BBB has "defi- _ thing you look forward to." successful. about.the contest from their cousin, Olivia' 
nitely changed-it's grown." Some -of the players on Cornell's BBB In the -women's championship game,· Annstrong. 
· Johnson said when BBB was first orga- team also played on the varsity team for the Cornell fared better, destroying the Ithaca Bomber football co-captain Joe Palladino 
nized. double-dutch and slam dunk contests Big Red. Senior Rich Medina plays forward squad, 47-24. garnered first place in the slam dunk contesL 
were not held like they are now. The slam for Cornell, and was glad that he finally had - The Big Red women were led by the hot Wilma Thomas of Cornell took first place 
dunk contest was originally his idea, he said. an opportunity to participate in BBB touma- outside shooting of guard Angie Rodriguez, in the women's three-point shooting ~ntest. 
"Everybody looks forward to BBB every menL who plays for the Cornell varsity basketball defeating Rodriguez in a close battle. 
year," Johnson said. He also said that it is not "I've been interested in playing since rve team. Nick Wharton, director of the educational 
too often that he gets together with his fonner been here, but NCAA rules wouldn't allow Although her team lost.sophomore Y esina opportunity.program at Ithaca College, came 
colleagues. me to play," Medina said. "I definitely had a Hernandez )lad a good time. "Just to have in first place in the men's three-point shoot-
Participating in the BBB tournament is an good time and will be back ifl don't have any people come out and support us and BBB is ing contest. 
opponunity for them all to get together, ac- other obligations." enjoyable." Yesterday,duringapressconference,Ashe 
cording to Johnson. Senior Lee Green, who also plays on the Double-dutch, slam dunk and men's and revealed he had contracted the HIV virus. He 
Tony Jackson, a 1986 graduate of Ithaca, basketball team at Cornell, said one reason he women's three-point shooting contests were acquired the disease through a blood trans-
assisted · Johnson in organizing this year's participated in this tournament was because also held, in addition to the basketball games. fusion after open heart surgery in 1983. 
Crew battles wind, Rochester 
By Dave Halperin 
"It was almost as tough a day as you11 ever 
seeoutthere," head crew coach DanRobinson 
said following Sunday's races against the 
University of Rochester. 
Both squads faced a windsosttong that the 
race had to be delayed ·one hour. 
The men in particular felt the pressme to 
produce, since last year both varsity boats had 
suffered losses to Yellowjackets.· Robinson 
descnbed what lay ahead Sunday as a "big 
challenge." 
The men's lightweight boat set the mood 
for the day, defeating its counteq>art by 17 
seconds. 
Following victories by llie women's and 
men's novice eight, the men's varsity heavy-
weightfacedttouble.Withthewindstill wreak-
ing havoc on the rowers, the two boats staned 
in a dead heat. Soon, though, Rochester was 
able to seize control with good form. 
Rochester finished the race with the fast-
est time of the day. Its boat crossed the finish 
line in a time of 6:59.8, and the Bombers 
followed at 7:12.8. 
Perhaps Mother Nature's power was dis-
played most convincingly in the jockeying 
thatoccm:redat the starting line of the women's 
varsityeightrace. After a false start by Ithaca's 
junior varsity boat, it took several minutes to 
manipulate the boats back into their correct 
positions. 
Both varsity boats began in a dead heat, 
with a slow pace. set by the headwind. The 
Yellowjacket women were able to quickly 
forge a three-seat lead. 
Though marginal, Rochester's lead seemed 
stable in light of the trouble the Bombers 
were having as they tried to stay on course. 
Shortly, the Bombers began to make a 
comeback. They took the lead befoe the half-
way point, and held on for an 11-second win. 
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Willie Rubenstein, Scott Matthews 
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Laxers overcome· injuries, win two 
By.Jason Gonella 
Crisp passing, intense pressure 
and a persistent attitude carried the 
Ithaca College men's lacrosse team 
to another blowout victory Tues-
day afternoon. 
MEN'S LACROSSE 
The Bombers went to Geneseo 
State and blew the winless Knights 
off the field in their 18-6 victory. 
The game was much more lopsided 
than the score represents. 
TheIClaxmencompletelydomi-
nated the game in the early going. 
The starters·were able to sit out the 
last quarter and rest up for this 
Saturday's game with conference 
rival Clarkson University. 
The Bombers were led by a five 
goal, two assist performance from 
senior.midfielder Joel Florczyk and 
a stellar game from the crew of first 
and second team midfielders. 
SophomoreJim Bianchi had two 
goals and an assist, while fellow 
middie Danny Sheehan had a goal 
and four assists. Florczyk's effort, 
along with the perf onnances of his 
fellow middies, proved to be too 
much for the. Knights' defensive 
unit. 
"Ithaca has a great group of mid-
fielders and they really hurt us 
early," Geneseo head coach Jeff 
Brown said. "We adjusted to their 
strengths and then they hurt us in 
another way. They are definitely 
one of the best teams in the nation 
and deserve a lot of credit." 
Bianchi had a good game doing 
what he does best, winning the face-
off. The pair of Bianchi and Bill 
Krist teamed up to win 16 of the 29 
draws. 
Krist also had three goals to add 
to his perfonnance on the draw. 
The pair, along with another nice 
game from Sheehan was very con-
sistent in its ability to set the tempo 
C 
and assure possession for the IC 
lax.men. 
Bianchi said the contrasting 
faceoff methods of the two are pan 
of the reason for the success. 
"We have two different styles 
and we work well together. What-
ever guys Bill has trouble with, I 
do real well against, and whatever 
guys I have trouble with Bill does 
real well against. Our two different 
styles work good for the team," 
Bianchi said. 
Tuesday was extra special for 
Bianchi. With his parents in atten-
dance, he had his first goal late in 
the first half on a cut and a pass 
from Florczyk. He then went on to 
have his first multi-goal game as a 
Bomber when he won the faceoff 
and ran into the zone only to find 
himself all alone in front of the 
goal. 
Lateron, Bianchi outdueled the 
Geneseo goalie to score again. 
Although he is not the team's 
primary scoring threat, Bianchi 
seems to have a real hold on his role 
for the team. "I know my role and 
what I am supposed to do. I am a 
role player and I know that," 
Bianchi said. 
Middie Terry Thompson had a 
goal and an assist, while David 
Darcangelo and Joey Mahoney had 
a good deal of the Bombers' 77 
ground ball recoveries. 
Tim Little also had an impres-
sive game early on, but was disap-
pointed when he became the new-
est member of the Bombers' walk-
ing wounded list with a bruised 
knee. 
The Bomber attack also played 
well, with Charlie Shoulberg and 
Paul Ramos having their fifth big 
games in a row. 
Shoulberg had a slow day com-
pared to recent games, but was still 
impressive with an exciting goal 
and three assists. His goal was a 
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Mark Maietta 
mid-air, twisting shot in the second 
period that put the Bombers up 9-1 
at the time. Ramos was sick with the 
flu, but still had a strong game and 
one assist to his credit. 
The Bombers also got a big lift 
when senior Rob Hogan returned to 
the lineup for the first time since the 
season opener with Ohio Wesleyan. 
Hogan ·came out with an out-
standing performance in limited 
action. He shot the ball three times 
and ended up with a perfect shoot-
ing percentage. 
The senior leader is the first of 
two top attackers from last year to 
come off the IC injured list 
· Hogan said he was happy to be 
back, but he feels he has a way to 
go. "I am glad to be back because 
I really don't like to sit out," he said. 
"I played pretty well but, I was 
hesitant to go one-on-one. I can 
play a lot better once the heel heals 
up for me." 
Bomber head coach Jeff Long 
was also happy to see one of his 
stars from last year return to have a 
partinTuesday'sgame. "lam happy 
with his progress so far. He did a 
nice job with the low number of 
minutes that he had, " Long said. 
On the defensive side of things, 
the Bombers reacted well to the 
sporadic .. Knight attack. Scott 
Coleman, Mark Maietta and Scott 
MacCaull all had good games pro-
tecting the Born ber net and keeping 
the pressure off freshman goalie 
Mike Bums, who had a solid eight 
save performance. 
Bums has been between the 
pipes since late last week, when 
Dale Neely injured his elbow in 
practice. 
The new goalie has done well 
according to his fellow lax.men and 
Long. "Mike has done a nice job for 
us. He needs to have the confidence 
in himself to think that he is up to 
the task of playing against the 
tougher competition [in the confer-
ence]," Long said. "I do not think 
that the injuries [to Neely and Brian 
Ferry] will hurt us next week or 
throughout the season. We have to 
play our game if we want to do well 
in the conference." 
Bianchi gave credit to those fill-
ing in forthe injured players. "Guys 
like Paul [Ramos] and Mike [Bums] 
have done a nice job for us stepping 
in for the injuries that we have 
had," he said. 
Ithaca 10 Rensselaer 7 
The Bombers opened conference 
play in a hard fought comeback 
victory against the Engineers from 
Rensselaer (RPI). 
Ithaca started out very sluggish 
and ended up going into the half-
time intermission down 3-0. The 
persistent IC men fought back to 
score six third period goals and 
defeat RPI, 10-7. 
The Bombers were led by a three 
goal, two assist performance from 
Shoulbergandasolid two goal game 
from Krist. 
The IC Jaxmen also got a strong 
IO-save performance from first-
time starter Bums in the net. 
Although Ithaca opened its EAA 
schedule with a win, Long said he 
was disappointed with the effort his 
team put forth. "We were not sharp 
and we were mentally flat," Long 
said. "They played a zone defense 
and made us be patient and we had 
a lot of trouble early. We bounced 
back nice in the second half and 
came away with the win." 
Up Next 
The Bombers have won 15 con-
secutive regular season games, dat-
ing back to last season, and six 
straight conference games. They go 
into this Saturday's game with the 
momentum, but the team still real-
izes the importance of the game 
with I Ith-ranked rival Clarkson 
University. 
According to Long, the Golden 
Knights will be the toughest test to 
this point of the early season for the 
Bombers. The teams will be basi-
cally the same as last year with 
minimal losses to graduation. 
Last year's contest was a thrill-
ing 12~11 win for the Bombers. 
Ithaca trailed 10-9 late in the con-
test, but Krist and Thompson scored, 
putting the bombers ahead with6:52 
left in the game. Florczyk had three 
assists, and Ferry tallied a goal and 
four assists. 
Between the pipes, Neely made 
nine saves in goal, including a point-
blank attempt with 15 seconds re-
maining. 
• "They are going to be good at 
every position. This is going to be a 
huge challenge for us to overcome 
on Saturday," Long said. 
Along with Long, Hogan said he 
thinks the game will be a tough test 
the Bombers will have to be ready 
for. "This is going to be a really 
tough game for us. We are going to 
have to work hard in practice and 
play our game for 60 minutes in 
order to win," Hogan said. 
The game is scheduled for2 p.m. 
Saturday at Allen field. 
Softball caught in the middle ~f streak 
By James Oppedisano 
After experiencing both a nine· 
game winning streak and being 
swept in a recent doubleheader, the 
Ithaca College softball team played 
somewhere in between those two 
extremes over the weekend. 
SOFTBALL 
After losing their first game of 
the weekend on Friday, the Bomb-
ers won their next two games only 
to lose their final game at the 
Montclair Tournament 
-Ithaca earned a 3-1 victory over 
Montclair State Saturday. After the 
Red Hawks tied the game in the 
sixth inning, the Bombers scored 
two runs of their own JO win the 
game in the seventh. 
Junior Missy Foley and senior 
Nancy Liskiewicz paced the Bomb-
L A D 
ers with two hits each, and Heather 
Afarian drove in two runs. Johnson 
picked up her eighth win of the 
season as she struckout six while 
pitching the entire game. 
Later that same day, Ithaca lost 
a close battle to Cortland State, by 
the score of 3-2. The game was 
decided in the final inning, but it 
was the opponents doing the cel-
ebrating. 
Stacy Johnsonehad the pitching 
assignment for the Bombers. She 
allowed only three hits, but Ithaca 
committed two costly errors that 
allowed the Red Dragons to score 
their runs. 
· Ithaca also scored a run because 
of poor defense, but winning pitcher 
Michelle Travelli proved to be too 
tough, as she yielded a measly four 
hits. 
On Friday, Ithaca first faced 
E s N 
Trenton State. 
The Lions dominated the game, 
and came away with a 5-1 victory. 
The Trenton State offense compiled 
nine hits in the game, while win-
ning pitcher Erin Grove pitched a 
complete game, allowing only one 
hit. 
The Lions never looked behind 
as they jumped out to a 4-0 lead 
after three innings. Liskiewicz had 
the only Bomber hit 
Ithaca then bounced back with a 
1-0 victory over Salisbury State. 
Johnson led the team as she 
pitched a complete game, allowing 
only four hits. 
Kim Lamoureaux, Jo Leiva and 
Missy Foley each had two hits for 
the Bombers. 
The only ruri of the game was 
scored in the second inning as Leiva 
drove in Lamoureaux. 
G H 
Karaoke (ka.re • ee • oh' • kee) - n. L a. fun-filled even1ng 
or sing-along , where !ndivldua.ls sing )Jrr!CS to their 
favorite songs, with or!g!na,l ba.ckgi,ound music. See Itna.ca. Ra.ma.de. 
Every Thursday at the Gazebo, Ramada Inn, downtown Ithaca 
~mil~ 
. 9:00PM- l·OOAM 
21 and over please 
For details and 1nformat1on call 607-272-1000 
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Mixed results greettennis squads in early pl8y 
By Dickon Geddes 
The joy of winning leaves a team 
on a high. The agony of defeat 
leaves them with a nasty taste in 
their mouths. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
The Ithaca College men's tennis 
team both soared and headed for 
the mouthwash last week. 
Last Saturday, the team thrashed 
St Lawrence 9-0. However, on 
Tuesday the Bombers were 
thumped by Hobart, 7-2. 
Hobartisoneof thehardestteams 
Ithaca will play this season, accord-
ing to head coach Tim Faulkner. 
Last year Ithaca lost a 5-4 
cliffhanger. 
"I believe this year that Hobart is 
a little sttonger than last year, be-
cause of the fact that their number 
oneandnumbertwoguysweremore 
experienced," Faulkner said. 
Faulkner admitted that while 
some of the team played well, oth-
ers did noL 
He highlighted sophomore Erik 
Simpson and junior Jamie 
Kreitzman. Kreitzman was the only 
singles winner for the Bombers. 
The number three doubles pair-
ing of sophomore Jed Laskowitz 
and sophomore Paul Frenkel also 
won. 
"I thought that both Erik and 
Jamie played very well," Faulkner 
said. "Erik was up against a very 
tough opponent and perfonned ex-
tremely well. n 
The player that Faulkner said did 
not play well was junior Cary 
Gruber. "I was disappointed with 
him [Gruber]," Faulkner said. "He 
has the ability, but did not play well 
enough to win yesterday. n 
There were also opportunities 
for other players that they did not 
capitalize on, according to 
Faulkner. 
Sophomore Kyle Schermerhorn 
went out and won the first set, but 
won only one more game after that 
Junior Eric Nordhoff was up 4-
3 in the first set He eventually lost 
thefJ.rStset6-4, won thesecondset, 
and then lost ihe third 
Faulkner also said that he 
thought that some of the players 
were not quite prepared mentally. 
"In Division III tennis, you have 
to be as consistent as you can," he 
said. "You can not just tum it off 
and then suddenly expect to tum it 
on again." 
Faulkner said that some players 
were nervous about playing a bet-
ter team. 
By Brian Chuck 
TheltliacaCollege women's ten-
nis team began its first-ever spring 
seasonbydroppingapairofmatches 
to St Lawrence and WilJiam Smith, 
both by 4-2 scores. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
The Bombers were without their 
third and f ounh seed singles, Allison 
Glassman and Kenja Ackerman. 
Colich Aziz Kommel felt "every-
body played pretty well." 
One,Bomber who played excep-
tionally well was first singles Julie 
Yanko. The sophomore w,on both 
her matches. "I knew I'd have two 
tough matches," Y ankosaid. "Men-
tally, I was prepared." 
Her reaction to the teams' perfor-
mance was optimistic. "Under the 
circumstances we did all right .. the 
lack of practice showed." 
Also impressive were the first 
doubles team of senior Vicki Paul 
and freshman Elyse Stepien. The 
team won its match against SL 
Lawrence in three sets. 
Slepi~n was pleased with her 
performance, noting it w~ the first 
time she 31!d Paul had played to-
gether in a competitive· match. 
Kommel agreed with her assess- . 
ment "She (Elyse) is working her 
way into the lineup," Kommel said. . 
Kommel also said that she gave · · 
"great senior leadership." 
The squad's other victory came · 
from second freshman Cheryl · 
Dunkiel. 
Kommel was also impressed 
with the doubles playofLisaBronitt 
and Beth Meyers. 
"They're starting to gel as a 
doubles team," Kommel said. 
Wednesday--------------- Bomb Sight---------
continuec1 from back page 
and the result was a doubleheader 
sweep for the home team. After 
winning the first game in an extra 
inning squeaker, 1-0, the Bombers 
went on to romp to an 11-1 victory 
in the latter half of the twinbiU. 
The winning pitcher in both 
games was Stacy Johnson, who 
improved her record to 11-3. She 
dominated the fust contest, hurling 
a two-hit,eightinnirig shutout John-
son did not walk a batter, and struck 
out six. 
Johnson didn't show any fatigue 
in the second game. She allowed 
only one run on four hits while 
walking two and striking out four. 
Afterward, Johnson gave much of 
the credit to her catcher. 
. "Maura (Keenan) called a really 
good game," Johnson said. 
Johnson sai!f a strong part of her 
performance was having command 
of her pitches. "I moved the ball 
around real well," she said. 
According to head coach Deb 
Pallozzi, the absence of Susan Reid 
for personal reasons and Heather 
Ware with an injury puts more of 
the pitching weight on Johnson's 
shoulders. 
"She's our go to person," Pallozzi 
said: 
In the f~t game, the· winning 
run came in the bottom of the eighth 
when third baseman Chris 
Pettograsso singled in pinch runner 
_Christine Schoenweitz from sec-
ond base. 
It was in the second game that 
the Bomber bats came to life. 
No one's bat was more lively 
than those of Kristin Letourneau 
and Kim Lamoureaux. Letourneau 
was two for three, while 
Lamoureaux was a perfect two for 
two. Each scored two runs and 
drove in one. 
Pallozzi felt the wins were a big 
confidence builder. 
"We've really been struggling," 
shesaid "Wereallydominatedthe 
second game." 
According to Pallozzi, the win 
over a rival Division III team such 
as the Royals will be significant in 
Ithaca's drive toward the regionals. 
The team is now 14-6 on the 
season. 
The Bombers are next in action 
on Friday at the Cortland State 
tournament 
continued from back-page 
Sports Information Director Pete 
Moore said that the team's new field 
is "a great improvement" over its 
old home. 
The new diamond has two key 
features: askinnedinfield(no grass) 
and a permanent fence. 
"It's awesome," Moore said. 
The field also has a cement warn-
ing track, which could provide in-
teresting bounces and several 
skinned knees. 
The Bomber softball program 
played on the lower fields since 
1969. 
• Several members of the Ithaca 
College Blue Wave Tae Kwon Do 
club won many trophies at a tourna-
ment held Saturday, April 4. 
Senior Rick Ramsay placed first 
in brown belt forms, and won first 
place in the lightweight division of 
brown belt sparring. 
Senior Jon Budd took first in 
both red belt forms and red belt 
sparring. 
In green/purple belt sparring, 
sophomore William Tucker placed 
third. 
Over250membeisofthe United 
Chung Do Kwan Association from 
across the Northeast, and as far 
west. as Kentucky, participated in 
the annual event 
Grandmaster Hyun Ok Shin 
presided over the tournament held 
on Long Island. 
Shin is a ninth-degree blackbelt 
and is a member of the Blackbelt 
Hall of Fame. 
HALFOFTHE,PEOPLE 
WHO READ THIS AD 
WON1GEllNTO 
LAWSCHOOL. 
CAST YOUR VOTE 
Forget the 1992 Presidential Election 
- for a while.· 
Make a simple decision 
TOP 106 
COUNTDOWN 
Starting April 17th at 4p._m., 106 VIC will count down the 
TOP 106 Classic Rock Songs of airtime. 
Here's a surprise test of your math skills 
Divide 95,000 low school applicants into 
44,000 openings. Now you realize why it's 
so important to toke the Ronk1n LSAT 
. access to our computers and study programs 
Plus, v...e offer the two-day LSAT Intensive-Study 
Clinic the last week before the exam 
ReseNe your place in our LSAT course by 
Preparation course Moy 15 and we'll include the $225 clinic for 
First you'll take a free diagnostic test. Then free Call Rankin today and find oul how the 
we'll work with you in 
small, personalized 
classes. You'll hove free 
better half gels into the RONKllGETltt ::~choolol 1h,i1 
List your top 5 favorite songs 
and mail them too: 
106 VIC Countdown, c/o Roy H. Park 
:School of Comm. & 106 VIC 
The deadline is April 14th. 
Listen to 106 VIC on 105.9 FM Cabie and .Channel 54 
. · · Cabl.e TV. · 
Or call the_ Rockline at 274:-1059.to cast your vottr, 
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Clpse, but no cigar for women's lax team 
By Rorie Pickman· 
niey put up a good fight and did 
not back down easily. However, 
after two victories in a row, the 
women's lacrosse team had its 
winnning streak broken, falling to 
Bloomsburg University, 8-7, Tues-
day afternoon. 
The game, a makeup from an 
earlier snow date, took place on 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
Upper Terrace Field. 
Although the Huskies scored the 
first three goals in the game, the 
Bombers managed to make a come-
back and get three of theirown to tie 
the score at halftime. 
Junior defense/midfielder Julie 
Stone scored the first IC goal at the 
15:38 mark and junior attack/ 
midfielder Lisa Feinstein got the 
second one six minutes later. The 
last Bomber goal in the half came at 
the 22:23 mark, from junior attack/ 
midfielder Jeannine Joseph. 
Feinstein put the Bombers ahead, 
scoring the first goal of the second 
half. But the Huskies kept hanging 
on. The score was tied at six with 
five minutes left to play in the game. 
At this point, the Huskies took over. 
Bloomsburg scored three goals 
within two minutes to put them 
ahead, 8-6. Ithaca's sophomore at-
tackplayer Tara Szigethy managed 
to get a Bomber goal at the 25:04 
mark but this was not enough for an 
IC victory. 1 
"We had a very strong perfor-
mance against a fonnidable team," 
head coach Andrea Golden said. 
She was impressed by the play 
of Szigethy and Feinstein as well as 
the goal tending of Karen Hollands. 
The sophomore played the entire 
game and made 17 saves. 
The loss dropped IC to 2-4. 
Women taxers bounce back, win two straight 
By Rorie Pickman 
The Ithaca College women's la-
crosse team might have started its 
season off on the wrong foot, but 
the squad didn't give up. 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
The Bombers had a successful 
weekend, def eating Division II 
Lock Haven for their second vic-
tory in a row, 11-7. 
Head coach Andrea Golden said 
her team played very well. "We 
didn't back down," Golden said. "It 
was one of the first times that we set 
the pace of the game and it paid 
off." 
Golden said she believed a key 
to the victory was the strong play of 
junior attack/midfielder Lisa 
Feinstein, who finished the game 
with four goals. "Lisa really made 
her presence known on the field 
and not just by. scoring,'' Golden 
said, noting that Feinstein played a 
solid all-around game. 
Another key to the victory, ac-
cording to Golden, was the good 
job the team did with its shots on 
goal. 
In addition to Feinstein's four 
tallies, junior attack/midfielder 
Jeannine Joseph added three and 
freshman Jenn Rowley had two. 
This was Rowlef s first playing 
time this season, as she was out 
with a sprained ankle. Junior at-
tacks Cheryl Smith and Sue Ontso 
each added one goal. 
Sophomore goalie Robin 
Boughey played the entire game in 
the cage and made 10 saves. "She 
played very well for us and tried to 
distribute the ball well," Golden 
said. 
The Bombers played without 
junior defender Julie O'Brien, due 
to an illness. She was replaced by 
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sophomore Michele Erickson, 
which was not a problem for IC. 
Erickson played a strong defensive 
game. 
Sophomore attack/midfielder 
Jennifer Tubbs and freshman Abby 
Sherry also contributed to the 
Bomber victory. Tubbs did a good 
job in the midfield, while Sherry 
continued with her diversified de-
fensive work. 
·"She has been playing this sea-
son at the center and right defensive 
wing positions, as well as different 
positions on the circle. She really 
responds to the competitive situa-
. lion," Golden said. 
The Bombers had seen Lock Ha-
ven play in Florida last month, and 
they knew the Bald Eagles would 
be a competitive squad. 
IC scored the first four goals in 
the game, two from Joseph, and the 
Bald Eagles did not score until the 
16:40 mark. Ithaca held a 5-3 ad-
vantage at halftime. 
In the second half, Joseph and 
Feinstein scored the first two goals 
for the Bombers to give them a 7-3 
lead. But Lock Haven did not give 
up. They got a goal from Chris 
Curcio at the· 15:07 mark to put 
them within two, 8-6. 
The key play in the game was 
when Ithaca's Tara Szigethy won a 
center draw. This was in a critical 
situation when the Bombers were 
ahead, 9-7, and it gave Ithaca the 
ball to get their 10th goal in the 
game from Rowley. 
The addition of Joseph to the 
lineup also helped. She had been 
out earlier with a quadricep injury, 
but managed to play for the first 15 
minutes of the game as well as IO 
minutes in the second half. 
"She handled some center draw 
situations forus," Golden said. "We 
did a better job at controlling the 
draw [than in previous games]." 
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G 
Golden said the team still needs 
theopponunity to have its best play-
ers on the field at all times. How-
ever, due to the amount of injuries, 
this has not happened. 
After the tough stan, the win 
provided a much needed !if t to the 
team. "It was good to get a win 
underour belts," Feinstein said. "We 
needed it and it boosted our mo-
rale." 
The team had a pleasant break 
Sunday when they played against 
the Ithaca College alumni lacrosse 
players. This was an exhibition, and 
Golden would like to make it a 
tradition at Ithaca. 
The Bombers regular season will 
continue Tuesday when they host 
Bloomsburg, a game that was post-
poned due to the weather condi-
tions earlier in the season. 
"They will be better than Lock 
Haven," Golden said. "They have 
good stick skills and speed." 
Golf team 
waits for 
the sun 
By Mike Mercure 
Rain or snow or dark of night 
may not stop a mailman, but they 
sure can foul up a golf team 'ssched-
ule. Just ask the Ithaca College golf 
team. 
The adverse weatherconditions 
in Ithaca have been a major prob-
lem for the squad. The snow and 
rain have made area courses 
unplayable. 
The most golf the Bombers have 
played this spring was on their an-
nual spring break trip to Pinehurst 
N.C. The team made the most of 
that trip. Under the sunny skies, 
they were able to play over 200 
holes of golf. 
The team's first match was last 
Monday at Colgate's Seven Oaks 
Country Club, where they played 
an exhibition with Oswego State 
and Siena College. 
The Bomber scorecard featured 
a logjam at the top, with three IC 
players tying for top team honors. 
Senior Jeff Wexler, junior Mark 
Feocco, sophomore John Cupp and 
freshman Josh Footer all scored 
rounds of 84. 
·············-··········~········· • • Sophomore Ian Breen shot an 85 
•. SAFE SEX : andfreshmanJeffHerbstscoredan 
88. Junior Scott McGorry finished 
: : with a 101. 
• * Are you sexually active? • Theteamispresent1ypqtCticing 
• • in the Ben Light Gym. The Bomb-
: Are you protected against unplanned : ers hoping to be outside by the end 
• pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? • of this week. 
• • The team's first scheduled match 
Did you know that birth control, : isahomeone. ThisSaturday,Ithaca 
HIV and STD screening • will take on Alfred, Binghamton 
are available at the J.C. Health Center and that these • State and SL Bonaventure at the 1
' l ,;::·d . l?? : Cornell Country Club. e:flNBMAL services are tota ly con1l entla.. • Head coach Jim Johnston has 
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Pitching, power carry Bomber Dille to victOry 
By Scott L. Matson ning, when I,C had the bases loaded called good pitches· and I got in a 
It was another offensive explo-. and were unable to plate one run- good·groove," Farrell said: 
sion for the Ithaca College baseball ner. Shelsy downplayed. his role as 
team last weekend. In the last five Rochester pitcher Peter well. "He makes my job easy when 
games, the Bombers have cranked McLoughlin gave away the lead he throws the pitches he has to," 
out 38 runs to their opponents' 13. when he tossed a wild pitch and Shelsy said of Farrell. 
BASEBALL 
Ithaca finished the three-team 
weekend series with a 4-1 record. 
HeadcoachGeorge Valesente'sclub 
has won nine of its last 10 games, 
with a strong contribution from both 
batters and pitchers. 
Despite numerous wasted scor-
ing opportunities, Ithaca defeated 
the University of Rochester 7-0 
Sunday. The Bombers put runners 
in scoring position in each of the 
first three innings, but stranded nine 
runners on base. 
Meanwhile, the pitching was 
more than holding its own. Mike 
Santora yielded two Yellowjacket 
hits in a seven infling shutout. run-
ning his record to 2-1. 
"I felt comfortable and my me-
chanics were working today. I was 
mentally prepared to pitch," Santora 
said. 
Ithaca jumped out to a two-run 
lead in the fourth inning on a Jeff 
Geller sacrifice fly and a Chad Kolb 
single. IC scored again the next 
inning when Joe Brown started a 
two-out rally. 
John Shelsy followed Brown's 
run batted in (RBI) with one of his 
own. GeJJer added to the lead again 
when he notched a double that drove 
in two runs. 
Kolb went 3-for-4 and attrib-
uted the- success of the hitting to 
batting coach Frank Fazio. 
"Coach Fazio is a huge part, I 
would not question any of his ad-
Ithacan/ Greg Holmann 
Bomber catcher John Shelsy whips his mask off after a University 
of Rochester player runs to first base. 
vice. He could tell you to stand on 
your head and hit the ball and we 
would," Kolb said. 
The second game started much 
the same way game one did. Again, 
the Bombers missed chances to in-
crease a one-run lead. 
The worst came in the third in-
balked to give IC two runs. The The second half of the twinbill 
Yellowjackets regained the lead at included more of the run produc-
4-3 for good in the top half of the lion the Bombers have been known 
sixth. for. 
Rochester had not won a game Heading into the fourth inning, 
in the city oflthaca, including any theBomberstrailed3-2. Then came 
against Cornell, in five years. the big inning. Geller (2-for-2, 3 
Yellowjacket Head coach Scott RBI) hit a towering three-run home 
Smith said he was pleased with.his run to rightfield, which proved to 
team's turnaround after the first plate the game-winning run in the 
game. Bomber victory. 
"We have been an up and down Valesente got another quality 
team all year. It is always a big pitching performance out of his 
game with Ithaca College, they are starting pitcher. Junior Keith Beach 
a premier team year after year," (6 innings, 5 hits, 3 runs and 5 
Smith said. strikeouts) was reminded of the 
IC 2, RIT 1 Game 1 Bombers' 10-9Joss toRITlastyear. 
IC 9, RIT 3 Game 2 "We were definitely thinking 
The visiting RIT Tigers did not about last year. They always play 
roll over and die in game one at IC. us tight and it's always a good game," 
TigerstarterWayneChildstookthe he said. 
Bombers to the last out of the game IC 17, SUNY Binghamton 5 
before IC prevailed 2-1. The weekend started off on a 
The seventh inning rally started strong note when IC shellacked the 
when Geller doubled deep to right Binghamton State Colonials, 17-5. 
field. When Child's errant pitch TheBombersscoredalltheruns 
eluded catcher Emo Monterastelli, necessary to win in the first inning. 
Geller advanced to third. Kolb hit a Ithaca scored nine runs on four hits, 
line drive to the shallow three walks and two hit batters. 
centerfielder just deep- enough to Geller (2-for-3), Kolb (2-for-3), 
drive in the game-winning run. Rob Coleman (2-for-4) and Geoff 
Kevin Farrell posted his second Brown (3-for-3) paced the Bomber 
victory without any defeats. Farrell attack. A total of 11 players had hits 
, pitched a two-hit complete game, for IC in the game. 
striking out five and allowing four Pitcher Jeff Rosengard evened 
walks. his record to 1-1, tossing a six-hit, 
"Kevin started out poorly, but seven strike out complete game. 
recovered well.Heshouldhavehad "This team has a hard-working 
the shutout," Valesente said. attitudethathascarriedovertotheir 
Farrell was not willing to accept performance outdoors," Valesente 
all the credit for the win. "Shelsy said. 
Get to know the 
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Did you know.-
It's better all 
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ltbacan.Sports BY THE NUMBERS 
Compiled by Aaron Williams 
BOMBER SCOREBOARD· THE WEEK AHEAD 
April 2-April 8 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK· April 9-April 15 §@sebaH {13-s. 4-Q EAA) 
April3 
Uhaca 17, SUNY Binghamton 5 
April4 
Uhaca 2, RIT 1 
Uhaca 9, RIT 3 
April5 
Uhaca 7, Rochester O 
Rochester 4, Ithaca 3 
Women's Lacrosse f 2-4) 
April4 
Ithaca 11, tock Haven 7 
April7 
Bloomsburg 8, Ithaca 7 
Men's Tennis U·l> 
April4 
Ithaca 9, St. Lawrence o 
-{ 
April 9 
Women's Lacrosse at SUNY Cortland 
3p.m. 
Men's Tennis at LeMoyne 
3p.m. 
April 10 
1 Softball at SUNY Cortland Tournament 
TBA 
· Men's Tennis at Hartwick 
Softball at SUNY Cortland Tournament 
TBA 
Aprll 12 
Crew at Hobart 
Baseball vs. St. Lawrence 
(doubleheader) 
11 a.m 
1 p.m. 
April8 
Wo!']eo's Varsity Crew ca-01 
Apnl4 
April 13 
TBA Men's Tennis at Alfred 
Ithaca 1, Hobart 0 
Ithaca 8, Hobart 2 
; §obb@H (14-6) 
April3 
Trenton St. 5, Ithaca 1 
Ithaca 1, Salisbury St. o 
April4 
Ithaca 3, Montclair St. 2 
SUNY Cortland 3, Ithaca 1 
April 7 
Uhaca 6, Colgate 2 
Colgate 7, Ithaca 5 
April8 
Ithaca 1, Scranton O (8 Innings) 
llhaca 11, Scranton 1 
Men's L@crosu <Z-9, 1-0 EAA> 
April4 
Ithaca 10, Rensselaer 7 
Ithaca 7:46, Army 8:09 
Ithaca 7:46, Vermont 8:10 
Aprils 
Ithaca 8:11, Rochester 8:22 
Men's LJgbtwelgbt crew {3-Q) 
April4 
Ithaca 6:57, Army 7:24 
Ithaca 6:57, Vermonf7:28 
April5 
Ithaca 7:29, Rochester 7:46 
Men's Heawweiaht crew c2-n 
April4 
Ithaca 6:46, Army 7:01 
Ithaca 6:46, Vermont 7:05 
Aprils 
Rochester 7:29, Ithaca 7:46 
Special to the Ithacan/ Pat Reynolds 
Jeff Geller 
Aprll 11 
Men's and Women's Track- Ithaca 
Invitational 
11 a.m. 
Golf vs. Alfred with Suny Binghamton 
and St. Bonaventure 
12p.m. 
Baseball vs. Clarkson (doubleheader) 
· 1 p.m. 
Women's Lacrosse at Trenton State 
1 p.m. 
Crew vs. Colgate with Buffalo 
1 p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse vs. Clarkson 
2 p.m. 
Aprll 14 
Softball at SUNY Cortland 
(doubleheader) 
Baseball vs. Cornell 
April 15 
3p.m. 
3p.m. 
3:30 p.m 
Men's and Women's Track vs. SUNY 
Binghamton 
3p.m. 
Men's Tennis vs. Clarkson 
3p.m. 
Men's Lacrosse vs. RIT 
4p.m. 
Women's Lacrosse at William Smith 
4p.m. 
April7 
Ithaca 18, SUNY Geneseo 6 
Women's Tennis (Q-2) 
April3 
St. Lawrence 4, Ithaca 2 
William Smit!l 4, Ithaca 2 
The starting center fielder for 
the Bomber baseball squad had 
a stellar week. In Saturday's 
doubleheader against RIT, 
Geller scored t_he game-winning 
run In the seventh Inning. He 
doubled off the rlghtfleld fence, 
advanced to third on a passed 
ball and scored on Chad Kolb's 
sacrifice fly. In the second 
game against the Tigers, he 
broke a 3-3 tie with his first 
home run of the season, a 
three-run shot to rlghtfleld. 
Against Rochester Sunday, 
Geller contributed to the 7-0 
victory, driving in three RBIs. 
Currently, he is batting .333· 
with five doubles and one home 
run. Geller, a sophomore, is a 
politics major. 
On the Air 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS This week's schedule of games broadcast on 92-WICB and 106-VIC radio. 
The deadline for applications for stu-
dents interested in working for Recre-
ational Sports next year is April 15. This 
includes the positions of balcony weight 
area monitor, door security monitor, life-
guard, and office worker. Interviews will 
be held the week of April 20. 
The intramural tennis doubles tour-
namentwill be held onSaturday, April 18 
at 1 p.m. There will be men's, women's 
and mixed divisions. This event is open 
to faculty and staff and individuals. En-
tries are due in the Rec Sports office by 
April 15. 
Baseball 
April 11, 92-WICB 
12:50 p.m.- Ithaca vs. Clarkson 
(1st game) 
April 11, 106-VIC 
3 p.m. (apx.)-lthaca vs. Clarkson 
(2nd game) 
This summer you can: • catch up • make up • get ahead 
while. you disc~ver beautiful Ithaca in the summertime 
. Classes are offered in 'all 5 schools, as well as: 
• Workshops • Internships • Independent Studies 
On-campus housing-available. 
e SESSION I: May 26-June 26 
e SESS_ION I~: June 29-July 31 
e GRADUATE- MUSIC SESSION: July 6-August 7 
Summer Sessions Office, Towers Concourse, Ithaca College, 
953 Danby Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 (607) 274-3143 
~ -T~r, ~) f_l.;i_:~_:_ 1~1;:..C , ,{li 
.:\:~ r,;_ 1 L::~, ~-- 'i-h1' _ . :.· -~<i-~1 
Ithaca College Celebration of a Century 1_892-1992 
April 12, 106-VIC 
3 p.m.(apx.) Ithaca vs. St. Lawrence 
April 14, 92-WICB 
3:20 p.m.- Ithaca vs. Cornell 
Lacrosse 
April 15, 92-WICB 
3:50 p.m.- Ithaca vs. RIT 
' ~ . . -
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Still perfect: Men's lax moves 
to 7-0; will face Clarkson 
Women laxers notch first 
victories of 1992 
Bats· and arms click as 
baseball team stays hot 
... page 23 ... page 25 · ... page 26 
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Basketball, speakers highlight tourney 
By LaDawne Lampton 
and Aaron Williams 
Lastweekend,an event was held 
at IC that brought people from all 
over New York State. 
The 14th annual Builders of a 
BetterBro.therhood (BBB) basket-
ball tournament, sponsored mainly 
by the African-Latino Society, 
kicked off the weekend with former 
tennis champion Arthur Ashe 
speaking to a crowd of over 100 
people last Friday afternoon in 
Textor 101. · 
Ashe, along with panel mem-
bers Linda Carpenter, Elleg 
Storowsky, Stephen Mosher and 
Michael Johnson discussed the 
problems minorities and females 
face in sports. 
"These schools [Division I uni-
versities] are crazy about us [Afri-
can-Americans] as athletes, but 
only tolerate us as scholars, n Ashe 
said. 
slam tournament, capturing the U.S. 
Open in 1968. He also won the 
Australian open in 1970 and 
Wimbledon in 1975. 
Ashe said that part of the prob-
lem was the lack of African-Ameri-
cans in sports executive positions. 
He cited Al Campanis' comments 
on Nightline, when he said, "Blacks 
lack the necessary skins to make big 
league managers." Ashe then asked 
what blacks were lacking. 
Carpenter next spoke about the 
role of women in sports. When she 
was in high school, she "never spent 
a day indoors [in the gym], only 
men's classes and teams were in the 
gym." At college, she was on the 
women's basketball team, which 
played only five games. 
., '""~---' He cited statistics from larger 
schools,thatapproximately45per-
cent of African-American males 
play either tootball or basketball at 
Title IX, the National Co1legiate 
Athletic Association's (NCAA) sex 
discrimination rule, was passed in 
1972. This rule requires colleges to 
have as many women's sports pro-
grams as men's. By 1974, women's 
participation rates exploded. 
However, as with African- L...~:..,_ ____________________ 
1
..;,;,_------------a:a 
Americans, female executive posi-
tions are still lacking. "There are 
over 300NCAA Division I schools. 
Only two have women athletic di-
the Division I level.. . 
However, only two percent of 
the student population at these uni-
versities is African-Am_erican. 
Ashe played tennis for the Uni-
versity of California at Los Ange-
les, and was the first African-
American champion to win a grand 
rectors," Carpenter said. 
• Nick Moore, who originally 
founded BBB in 1978, said that the 
weekend has changed considerably 
Swinging for the win 
Ithacan/ Greg Hollman 
Sophomore Erik Slmpsor:i chase~ after a shot In his match 
Saturday against st.·Lawrence. Sea related story on page 24. 
Ithacan I Greg Hollmann 
Ebony Saunders (far left), and Ollvla Armstrong (far right) hold the rope for partners Pam Saunders 
and Asia Samules during the Builders for a Better Br~t~erhood tournament last weekend. · 
over the years. "What was initially 
a primarily athletic event has be-
come a political and cultural event," 
Moore said. 
The men's basketba11 champi- · 
onship game was held Sunday be-
tween Cornell University and the 
Ithaca Alumni squad. Playing with 
a lot of aggression and intensity, 
both teams were tied at halftime 
withascoreof54-54. IthacaAlumni 
defeated Cornell with a score of 
103-98, for their third consecutive 
BBB championship. 
See "BBB," page 22 
Two for the money ... twice 
Baseball, softball squads sweep 
Wednesday doubleheaders 
By Scott D. Matthews 
and Brian Chuck 
After two two-hitters in the past 
week, what could the Ithaca Col-
lege baseball team's pitching staff 
do for an encore? 
Jeff Rosengard answered that 
question in the first game of a 
doubleheader at Hobart Wednes-
day. The sophomore was master-
ful, if not overpowering, in hurling 
a one-hitter to lead the Bombers to 
a 1-0 win. 
The Statesmen were hardly 
blown away by Rosengard. In fact, 
the Bomber hurler didn't record a 
strikeout. However, Rosengard 
didn't walk a hitter, and induced 18 
ground ball outs. 
Ithaca scratched its only run in 
the seventh inning. Rob Coleman 
singled, then was sacrificed to sec-
ond. Paul Pedone followed with a 
base hit that scored Coleman with 
the winning run. 
Ro~ngard, making his third start 
of the year, faced only one more 
hitter than the minimum 22. He is 
now 2-1 on the season. 
In the second game, the Bomb-
ers relied on the big inning to win, 
8-2. Ithaca scored three runs in the 
first frame and five in the seventh. 
Steve Goldberg led the offen-
sive attack with three hits in fourat-
bats and two runs batted in (RBI). 
Dave Mahoney also drove home 
two markers for Ithaca. Joe Brown 
was two-for-four to extend his hit-
ting streak to 12 games. -
On the mound, Mike Santora 
found himself in the unaccustomed 
position of relieving. The sopho-
morereplaced starter Chris Dedrick, 
who was ineffective in the first two 
innings. It was only his second re-
lief appearance during his college 
career, spanning 20 games. 
Santora made the most of his 
fireman chores, tossing four score-
less innings in relief to raise his 
record to 3-1 for the year. He gave 
up two hits and struck out one. 
The Bombers are now 13-5 on 
the season, 4-0 in the Empire Ath-
letic.Association. Their next action 
is Saturday, when they host 
Clarkson in a doubleheader. 
• The Ithaca CoJlege softball team 
gave_ the University of Scranton 
Royals less than regal treatment on 
Wednesday. 
The Bombers were playing their 
first game on their new diamond at 
the Upper Terrace Field complex, 
See "Wednesday," page 24 
Shortstop Leon bolste~s ·middle infield with bat, glove 
By Scott D. Ma~h~ 
and Willie Rubenstein 
Thebaseballteamiscertainly 
hot right now. The squad has a 
record of 13-5, including 11 wins 
in its last 12 games. 
One only needs, to look at the 
stat sheet to see why Ithaca has 
taken off.Before :Wednesday's con-
tests; the team batting aver,ige was 
INTHE 
BOMB SIGHT 
a robust .321. Inf act, almost half of 
the team is over the .300 mark. -
Shortstop Vic Leon has stepped 
right in as expected, although it was 
a longer wait than first anticipated. 
Leon, a transfer from C.W. Post, 
was on the injured list with an ankle 
problem. He didn't play. in his first 
game until March 31 against 
Cortland. 
In that contest, Leon single~ in 
his first at bat to drive in two runs, 
including the game winner in the 
Bombers' 14-6 win. Not including 
Wednesday's games, Leon is hit-
ting .353 in six games, with five 
runs batted in (RBI). 
Perhaps more importantly, he 
has been solid in the field. Leon has 
handled 19 chances without an er-
ror. 
• Head coach Deb Pallozzi and 
her softball team played their first 
games on their new diamond 
Wednesday afternoon. With Stacy 
Johnson's firs,t pitch. against 
Scranton University, the -softball 
diamond at the Upper Terrace Fields 
was officially inaugurated. 
Created due to the College's ex-
pansion of the campus road behind 
the Roy H. Park School ofCommu-
nications, the field willbetheBomb-
ers' perinanent home. . · -
See "Bomb Sight," page 24-
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